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FOREWORD

This material has been extracted from the history of the Pacific
Operations during World War II by Dr. Mae M. Link, Chief of the
Historical Branch, Surgeon General’s Office, Headquarters USAF.
It is felt that the solution to many of the Aeromedical Evacuation
problems we are presently faced with may he contained in the
extracted materials The historical data was not too well
disseminated at the time of its original preparation and
submission and, with the advent of demobilization, the personnel
who had actively participated in solving the problems of unit
organization, equipment, and procedures that arose during the
Pacific operations reverted to civilian life too quickly to allow
their experiences to be translated into regulations, etc. While
solutions to the problems are theoretically lost as a result,
the wealth of background information contained in the following
pages may allow for their reconstruction.
This lost information and "background has Been extracted for the
"benefit of those individuals who are concerned with developing
the organization and operating procedures of the USAF Aeromedical
Evacuation System*

C. A. CUBE LEE
Major, USAE (MSC)
Chief, Org & Moh Planning Branch
Medical Service-Plans Division
Office of The Surgeon General

CHAPTER XIV

AIR EVACUATION
During the Pacific War air evacuation gradually attained a position
of

231

utmost importance in the care of sick and wounded personnel©
0

(Photo

The intra-theater evacuation of almost 25,000 patients during a

)

3 year period is ample proof of the important role it plays

over Japan

in the victory

This new and previous untried procedure presented many pro-

blems to interested personnel of all arms and services in the South and

Southwest Pacific Theaters©

Even though there was a shortage of person-

nel and equipment in the Pacific Theaters, the full potentialities of air
evacuation were not realized with the troops and facilities at hand©

The

problems of direction, coordination, and organization which were essential

for successful operation wore not fully appreciated by all commanders concerned and the necessary steps to correct definciencies were not always

taken©

With the proper employment of air evacuation, double the number of

patients probably could have been handled©
This report covers only intra-theater evacuation by air and does not
include the inter-theater evacuation conducted by ATC*
HISTORY OP AIP EYAOUATVQF;

Air Evacuation in both the theaters started as an emergency measure and,
despite its haphazard and relatively undirected operations during this
period, provided for the evacuation of patients who could not have been

1*

Statistics from the files of the Surgeon, ESAE©

2

removed from the combat area by any other

means.

The history of air

evacuation during the entire war in those theaters, as recorded in official
documents and personal records, was one of continuous effort on the part
of interested personnel to obtain organization and recognition©

SCUTE PACIFIC THEATER:

The first use of large-scale evacuation of

sick and wounded by the Uni-cod States Forces during World War II occurred
at Guadalcanal in August and September 1942 0

The Troops who invaded this

island on 7 August 1942 were soon cut off from water-borne sources of
supply by superior Japanese ITaval Forces*,

The two Marine and one Army

troop Carrier Squadrons of the South Pacific Combat Air Transport Service

(SCAT) that brought in all supplies received by these isolated troops
undoubtedly contributed greatly to the success of the original landing.
The possibility of using these unarmed an unescorted planes which were
returning empty

to their bases for evacuating sick and wounded personnel

was quickly realized and soon became an established practice.

It was not

until one month after this procedure was started that the service was
placed on an organized basis and Marine Corpsmen assigned to each plane.
At the beginning of the year the advance echelon of the first Air Evacuation
Squadron to be sent overseas was assigned to SCAT.

(Photo 232),

The

remainder of the 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron arrived in the
theater late in February 1943 and a Medical section of SCAT was formed in

2, Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the
Commanding Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force, subj
of Activities," 26 September 1943, (Annex p, 483-/,

:

"Report

3

March to supervise air evacuation in the theater c

Prior to this date

approximately 7,000 patients had "been evacuated hy air from Guadalcanal*
Up to June

1944, 37,500

were evacuated from the battle fields in the

Solomons and Admiralties®
The 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron constituted almost threefourths of the total flying personnel assigned to SCAT Medical*
time the Air Evacuation Squadron, and Army Air Force unit

v/as

At this

assigned

to

the Service of Supply for administration and to SCAT, a Marine unit for
operations®

In June 1943 the unit was assigned to the Thirteenth Air

Force for administrative control*

The Medical Officer in charge of SCAT

Medical and a Navy Plight Surgeon whose primary duty and interest was the
medical section of the Marine Air Group to which he was assigned c

All

4

policies reference air evacuation were established by the Navy and Marines
without coordination with the Army, Air Force, or the Air Evacuation
Squadron that was specifically organized for such duties*

charge of SCAT Medical was in complete

control of

The officer in

all assigned personnel*

3 4
*

*

The Commanding Officer of the Air Evacuation Squadron was unable to schedule
his personnel for evacuation flights, or assign them to forward bases, and,
in some instances, was directed as

not be placed on flying duty.

to which of his personnel should or should

Marino and Navy personnel were placed in

charge of all air evacuation bases oven when senior Army Air Force Flight
Surgeons with more experience wore assigned to the same base*

Patients

were often assigned to Navy Corpsmen

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the Commanding
Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force, sub; ’’Report of Activities,”
26 September 1943© (Annex p. 483©)
4. Report Hq Thirteenth Air Force Surgeon, Thirteenth Air Force to Air

3©

Surgeon, AAF, sub;

None©

(9 April 1945).

4
by those officers in preference to more highly trained AAF Flight "arses*

(Photo 233), 5

These practices continued until the reassignment of the

Thirteenth Air Force to FFAF in June 1944*

For those reasons the organi-

zation of SCAT Medical was unsatisfactory "CO the Army and Air Force personnel

concerned*

During these

15 months, little was achieved to smooth out the organi-

zation of air evacuation in the South Pacific,

Efforts to coordinate all

interested agencies though supported by the Army Headquarters produced few
tangible rosults

o

Information on future operations was unobtainable which

made it impossible to accomplish efficient planning of air evacuation for
their support

*

Ho coordinate use of Havy controlled hospital ships and

air evacuation planes was achieved,,

In many instances ships were used to

evacuate patients from Guadalcanal when more ra.pid evacuation by plane was

available©

The command personnel of SCAT considered air cvacuatio to bo

a relatively minor part of their over-all objective,,

g

Frequently insuffi-

cient planes were sent forward to accomplish the evacuation required and
on only one occasion were pianos dispatched for the specific purpose of
evacuating patients*

Patients were given extremely low priority; litter

5© Report Eq 801st Medical Air Evacuating Squadron from R« E* Amster,
Capto, MO. to Lt Col F*D, Mohle, MC, Sub: n ßeport 29 January 1944
and Report February 3, 1944, Headquarters XIII Air Force Service
Command, Office of the Surgeon, 11 9 February 1944* (Annex p 491 a)
6
Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron Quarterly Report
of Historical Data, 1 September to 30 September 1944*
0

0

5
cases were third, urgent sitting eases were fourth, and all others were

seventho

On one occasion only 29 of 152 schedules patients were evacu-

ated to the rear because of the higher priority of other personnel and
n

cargOo

Comuni cations for air evacuation were practically non-existent

necessitating the placing of nodical personnel aboard all planes going

to forward

areas on the chance that son© patients night be picked up

that location®

In August

1944, flight Nurses

made 107 flights averaging

ten to twelve hours for each flight, yet only received patients
these trips®

at

on 37 of

Holding Stations were conspicuous in their absence in spite

of repeated requests for their establishment and hospitals were located
without regard to the proximity of air fields®

As a result many patients

suffered exposure to the elements and enemy fire while waiting for planes
whoso arrival was uncertain until shortly before they landed*

Many pat-

ients had to be returned over rough roads to their distant hospital of
origin when they were put off planes because of their low priority*
a long time flight Nurses were

for

not allowed to fly into or stay overnight

in combat areas and their professional training was wasted on a few
patients evacuated in the rear areas who required no medical ’attendance

whatsoever®

(Photo 234) 0

No effort was made to educate theater medical

officers in the requirements and advantages of air evacuation®

These

officers could not be blamed for their disinclination to use this method
of evacuation in view of the lack of dependability which resulted from
Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from R a X 0 Amster,
Capt*, MC, to Lt Col f 0 Eh Mohle, M*C, Sub: ’’Report 29 January 1944
and Report fobruary 3, 1944 Headquarters XIII Air force Service
Command, Office of the Surgeon,” 9 february 1944* (Annex p 0 491) 0

7*

6

the above factors.

Moreover, the of'icers from tho Air Ev cuation Squadron

themselves wore completely dissatisfied with the situation as it existed

in this theater. o

>>

■■

-

’

Southwest Pacific Theater:

As in tho South Pacific, Air Evacuation

in she Southwest Pacific began as a matter df necessity.

Troops in the

Buna Campaign were almost as completely shut off from their source of
supplies as were those at Guadalcanal.

RAAF and USAAF transport planes

(DH-34's and G-47 f s) used in supply these troops
patients on tho

oturn trip.

(Photo 235).

wore soon used to

evacuate

Once again no organization

for this service existed and many inadequacies were noted,

3.

Report Hq 301st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from tho Commanding
Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force, Sub; "Report of the Activities," 26 September 194-3. (Annex p, 4-33).

9.

Letter Hq 320th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the Commanding
Officer to the Air Surgeon AAF, S'b; "Control of Air Evacuation,"
6 November 194-4-. (Annex p. 4-95).

10.

Report Hq 801.it Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub;
Data," 31 December 1943.

"Historical

11.

report Hq 301st Medical Air Evacuation Squ-dron,

"Annual

Sub;

Report," 31 December 1943.

12.

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub;
"Quarterly
Historical’ Report of Medical Activities," 1 October 1944*

13. Report

of

f/Lt

F. W, Kiel, Medical Officer of No.
Annex p, 475.

36

Squadron

RAAF, December 1942.

14.

Report He U. S. Advanced Base, Office of the Surgeon by M, N.
Steinber';, Capt., -iG, Sub; "Evacuation of Patients by Air,"

1942, (Annex p. 470).

7

However, in the course of 70 days, app. oxinatoly 13,000 patients
safely evacuated over the

wore

,000 foot pass in :he Owen-Stanley Lange to

Port Moresby in a few minutes instead of the long hazardous journey by

(Photo 236).

foot.
a

lack

No medical personnel accompanied these planes and

of coordination between interested a cncios

the embarkation

was appaiont at both

and debarkation points of the flight,

first directive on air evacuation was issued on

15
Headquarters Allied Land Forces, SWPA,

(Photo 237).

The

14- October 194-2 by the

This directive pointed out the

necessity for proper organization and coordination but failed to outline
any method by which this would be accomplished.

In a report on this

operation in late 194-2, a RAAF medical officer who took part pointed out
the lessons which should be learned from this experience and

submitted

a

suggested directive on the subject of air evacuation for approval by GHQ,

In this report this officer pointed out the necessity for close cooperation
between all interested agencies; long-range planning for future operations;
proper organization of air evacuation, Including train'd pilots and flying personnel; an efficient system of p: operty exchange; and the establishment of holding stations and Air Evacuation Bases.

It was pointed out that

a number of patients undoubtedly died as a result of the absence

of the

above considerations.

15. Memorandum Hq Allied Land Forces, S TA, Advanced Headquarters,
Sub;
"Air Evacuation of Casualties," 14- October 194-2. (Annex
T

P.

16.

4-4-0)«

F/Lt, F. W, Kiel, Medical Officers of No,
December 194-2. (Annex p, 4-75).

eport of

RAAF,

36

Squadron

8

The rapid delivery of patients to hospitals for definitive treatment and the improved morale of troops who were congizant of this smooth
and rapid service were important

aspects of air evacuation.

An example

of the time sav- d by using planes instead of ships is given below;

distance

Time

by

Time

Plane

miles

45

minutes

4

Port Moresby to Townsville

680 miles

4i

hours

2 days

Guadalcanal to Santos

600

miles

Guadalcanal to New Caledonia

950

miles

New Georgia to Guadalcanal

280

miles

Buna to Port Moresby

However,

9°

6-7g

Bays

by Ship

(by foot)

hours

2-3

days

hours

4~5

days

hours

1 days

the most important factor in air evacuation, particularly in the

Buna and Guadalcanal Campaigns, was the rapid removal of non-effectives
from the combat zone.

The resulting reduction in logistical requirements

of troops in the forward areas and the fewer hospital beds which needed

to be maintained greatly relieved already over burdened and extended supply lines.

Practically no action was taken during the remainder of 1942 and
first half of

1943

to improve the operation of air evacuation in the S'./PA,

possible because of the lull in operational activity and the reduction in

1?•

Report: Hq Thirteenth Air Force Surgeon, Thirteenth Air Force to
Air Surgeon, AAF, Subs None, 9 April 1943*

18,

Report: Hq Fifth Air Force Surgeon, Fifth Air Force to Air Surgeon,
AAF, Sub: "Medical Department Activities of Fifth Air Force 1942'11
*

9

the number of patients cvacuat .d b
lute

transport necessity.

The

~

304th

air when it was no longer an absoMedical Air Evacuation Squadron arrived

in the theater in September 1943 and was assign.d to USASOS despite the

request

of;

the Commanding Gonoral, Fifth Air Force, that this Air Force

units, which was to opor r tc solely with other Air Force Units, be aslt was not until late October that the uniticss

signed to his

nurses were assigned to the Fifth Air Force.

The nurses were eventually

reassigned to their unit on the 24th of December 1943.

q oLl

__

mending General, Advance Echelon ADVON, Fifth Air Force, requested the
assignment of the 804th MAETS to the Headquarters ADVON Fifth Air Force
as it was felt that a

in this manner.

greater flexibility of operations would be achieved

This request was disapproved and, as planed, the unit

was assigned to the 54th Troop Carrier

'

ing as were all other air evacuation

T

oi
units which arrived in the theater at a later date.

19. Mono Hq Fifth Air Force from the Surgeon to the Chief of Staff,
Cub;
"Assignment of Medical Squadron, "19 July 1943. Annex p. 500.
20.
20a.

21.

Report Hq 804-th Medical Air Evacuation Souadr on, Sub; "Quarterly
History of Medical Activities, n 1 January 194-4-*
Report Hq 804-th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub; "Quarterly
History of Medical Activities (Fourth Quarter 194-3)/' 10 March 1944-.
Letter Hq ADVON Fifth Air Force from the Deputy Air Force Commander
to the Commanding General Fifth Air Force, Sub; "Re ssignment of
804-th Medical Air Evacuation Transportation Squadron," 9 March

194-4-• (Annex

p.

501).

10

At tho time of the arrival of the

804-th MAES

a directive

was issued

by tho Commanding General, Advanced Section, USASOS, delineating the
policy which was to govern the function of the Air Evacuation SquG dron
with respect to other Medical Department installations,

This memo-

randum directed the Commanding General of each base to supply the Air
Evacuation Flight Surgeon at the base with a daily roster of patients
requiring air evacuation and in addition to provide strip side shelters
nnd necessary transportation to meet incoming planes.

238).

The Flight Surgeon was responsible

designated for air evacuation.

;'

-

(Photos 237 and

or approving all patients

In addition he was to provide the per-

sonnel to operate the strip side shelter, notify hospitals as to the
time of arrival and departure of planes, maintain property exchange and
furnish daily rosters of the patients evacuated.

Though complete as far

as it went this directive failed to provide for:

liaison between air

evacuation units and theater medical

operations, and air evacuation communications.

planning for future

All of these items had

been found to be necessary for tho successful accomplishment of the air
evacuation mission.
Upon request in October 194-3, the Commanding Officer of the 804-th
MAES rendered a complete report on tho requirements of air evacuation

22.

Memorandum Hq Advanced Section USASOS, Sub; ''Medical Air
Evacuation,” 30 September 1943. (Annex p. 448).

11

and submitted cu sections

as

to the best method of solving the difficulties
The need for proper organisation and

that existed prior to this tine.

coordination was again stressed but the situation remained relatively

un-

T e Sum eon for the 34th Troop Carrier v:ing was made responsible

changed.

for the "central control supervision and operation" of the Air Eve citation
o
24 ,
oquaoron
This officer was untrained in Air Evacuation and
1

;.

,;

as hardly

in a position to effect proper coordination between GHP, USASOS, and Air
Force Hcadqua tors and the Air Evacuation Squa rons.
was made the responsible headqua tors
transportation of patients by air"

movement of patients by air."
with the Fifth Ai

and

The Fifth Air Force

or "the planning and execution of
"coordin tion with the USASOS of

However, ILF SOS did not coordinate fully

Force for the evacuation of patients by air and re-

quired coordination was not accomplishe I.

n/-

r'sf

ryri

V

Qp

Despite

23.

Report Ilq 304th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
ation of Casualties, 11 1943. Armor p. 494-•

24.

Letter II A ATOM Fifth Air Force from the Deputy Air Force Commander
to the Commanding General Fifth Air Force, Sub: "Request for Authority
of T/O ‘or Medical Ala* Evacuation 'lran sue tail on :roup Head unite *s,"
30 March 1944. (Annex n. 493)

"Air Evacu-

r

23.

Letter Tin USti'FE from the Command lng General USA ’FE to the Commanding
Generals Sixth Amy, Fifth Air Force, U3ASOS and 14th AAF Command,
Sub:
"Air Evacuation," 22 January 1944. (Annex p. 493)

26.

Letter Hq USim’E from the Commanding General USA'FE to the Co* amandin g
Generals, Sixth Amy, Fifth Air Force, USASDS, and 14th AAF Comm- nd,
Sub: "Air Evacuation," 22 February 1944*

27.

Letter He USAFFS from the Commanding General U3AFFE to the Commanding
Generals, Sixth Army, FEAF, USASOS XIV Corps, 14th AA Command, Subs
"Air Evacuation," 16 July 1944.

23.

USASOS Regulation 30-13, Sub: Evacuation," 6 June 1945. (Annex p. 457)

23a. Letter He F33AF from CG, FEAF to CG, UGAFFE, Sub: "Essential Technical
Medical Data from Overseas Air Forces," 1 March 1945, Ist Ind

12

repeated requests for central control of air evacuation either through
an Air Evacuation Troup Headquarters or an Air Evacuation Officer in

Air Force Headquarters, it uas not until June 1945 that an of'leer
placed on temporary duty in the Office of the Surgeon,
all air evacuation activities.

OQ

nr\

■

01

J

,

as

FLAT, to coordinate

Even this move met with con-

sider, ble resist nee from within FLAP Hoadguarte. s

Throughout the course of the uar

-r

itself.

many -ifficulties

ere encounter d

by the Air Evacuation Squadrons in the accomplishnont of their missions
”

in the S. PA.

Until late in the

war,

n

Helical Officers of other branches”*

of the service showed a marred aversion to use air evacuation,

On one

occasion 200 patients were kept waiting four days in inadequate quarters

at Owi for hospital ships -diilc planes cane in daily and loft empty,
In this instance the trip by ship re uired two days whereas the flight
by plane required only four hours.

commands showed

a

Hon-Air Force personnel in the higher

similar umwillin ness to utilize air evacuation.

The

Sur jeon, FLAF, was unable to obtain infomation of projected operations

29.

Letter l\q AJVON Fifth Air Force from the Deputy Air Force Commander to the G emending General ifth Air Force, Sub: "Deque st
for Authorization of T/0 for F clicr.l Air Evacuation Transportation
(inner p, 493).
Group Headquarters," 30 I Lurch 1944*

30,

Personal Letter Sur eon FFtF to the Air Purge on
19A5. (Annoy p. 21)

31.

Personal Letter Sur peon PiSAF to the Air Surgeon, AAF, 22 June
1945. (Anne:: p. 21)

32,

he

AAF, 24 arch
-

ort Air Sur jeon, AiF to Coiaair.nding General, A..F, Sub:
"Report on Special Fission," 23 November 1944*

32a. Feport Hq 304th Fed!cal Air Ev cuation Sq,, Sub:
eport of Fodical activities," 1 July 1944*

"

uarterly

13

on which he could formulate plans for the employment of air evacuation, 33 >34
/mother source of difficulty lay in the poor 00-uiuni cat lons a ; forded
air evacuation personnel,
Hoi ing Stations. 35

Other problems arising mere:

the lack of

Flight rlursec in many instances were not permitted

to fly into the forward areas: 3p3 ,3-.,39 anc \ failure to properly coordinate the use of evacuation ships and planes.

It should be

noted, however, that thou h these difficulties evicted in tho S - PA,
Conditions

they

’ere

33.

Personal Letter Surgeon FEAF to the Air Surge n, AM I', 15 FcM 1945.

not as distressing as they wore in the SOPAC.

34. Personal Letter Surgeon FEAF to bh • A r bur goon, AF, 24 March 194-5.
Annex p, 19).

35.

Report Hq 304-th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub: "briar borlv
Historical opart of Medical activities, 11 1 October 194-4.

36.

Report Hq 304-th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub: 11 Quarterly
History of Medical ctivities (Fourth Quarter 194-3), 11 10 March

1944.

37. Report Hq "O„Vh Medical Air '.evacuation Squadron, S' b: ‘’quarterly
Historical ’ eport of M die. .1 Activities,” 31
19V-.
33,

Report Hq 330th Medical Air evacuation Squadron, -übs
uarterly
Historical Report of Medical Activities,” 31 Hoc era’'or 194-4.
”

39. Report Hq 320 th Medical Air Evacuation 3 u adron, Sub: "Quarterly
Medical History of Squadron Activities, 11 31 March 19-4-5.
AO.

4-1.

Report H 304th Medical Air Evacuation
Hist Dried eport of Medical -c ivitics,

Sub: ”duarto/ly
”

31 December 1944.

unterly
Rsnort Hq 320th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
Historical Report of Medical Activities,” 3-1 Hoc caber 1944*
”

14

in the SdPA

’

ere much more favorable for the successful

evacuation even though thi
r

•

growth was slow.

rowth of sir

Personnel of the 34th

*’roop Carrier thing considered air ev*.auction to be a major objective
of their over-all mission, second only to the transportation of sup-

plles and personnel to forward areas.

As

r

result, ’’hen possible,

planeswere frequently dispatched for the sole purpose of evacuating

patients.

Adequate priorities were given to patients being evacuated

to the rear in this theater:

litter patients being evacuated first, mail

was second, sitting patients were third, and other personnel
(Phono 239).

An efficient method of communications

'gs

eventually

established through cooperation with the 54th droop Cmri r
Also Hoi ling Stations were eventually set

In June 194-4

p in

were fourth.

in*. 42

sufficient numbers.

he 820th MAES a:-rivd in the theater from the

United States and was assigned to the

54-th Tr 3op

Carrier ding.

At the same time the dOlst MAES was transferred from the SOPAC and
though still

asst gnod to the Thirteenth Air Fo ce was placed under

the operational control of the
Force

ln this manne;

54'th

Troop Carrier ding, a Fifth Air

all Air Force air evacuation activities

4,2.

Report: Lt. Col George F, Baler, 111, to Air burgeon, AdP,
Sub i
'leal eport, Fifth Air Force,” 27 November 194-3.

43.

Report Ho 820th Medical Air Evacuation Squa ron, Sub:
Hi urrterly History of S'ua 'ron Activities,” 15 October
194)4-.

44.

Repo-t Hn 801st nodical Air live ere tion
Sub;
”duarterly Historical Report of Medic 1 Activities,”

,

1 October 19-44.

•

were

centralized, resulting in inter-dependent operations.

This organi-

zational set-up remained essentially unchanged until late 1943 when the

301st Air Evacuation Squadron again functioned as

a unit of the thirteenth

Air For c when evacuating patients from the southern Philippines.

During

the entire war the Air Evacuation Squadrons assigned to the S cuthwcst

Pacific Theater evacuated a total of approximately

170,000.45

Appr o::in?. tely

20,000 pa Monts were evacuated by air in this theater prior to the arrival
of the

804th

MAES in September 1943.

All non landings

r.nd

invasions

following the completion of the Papuan Campaign vere supported by air

evacuation supplied by the Air Evacuation Squadrons.
add-tion

a small RAF air evacuation

unit

yes

(Photo 240).

organised

In

and put into

operation during the last eight months of the war.
ADMINISTRATION OF AIR EVACUATION S MACRONS:

In both theaters the 'irst Air Evacuation S~v a irons wore assigned on
arrival in the theater to the Service of Supply.

In both instances this

a-signment of Air force units to a non-Air Force command proved to be unsatisfactory and limiting the successful operations of those squadrons.

In the South Pacific Area the 301st MAES was roassi ned

45.

Statistics from the files of the Surgeon, FEAF,

46.

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron fron the Commanding Officer to the Surgeon thirteenth Air Force, Sub:
“Report
of Activities,” 26 September 1943. (Annex p, 483).

47.

Report Hq 304th Medical A:Lr Evacuation Squadron, Sub: 11 natterly
History of iedical Activities (Fourth Quarter 1943)," 10 larch
’

1944.

/6 9 n
'

*
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after a period of six months to

the Thirteenth Air Force Service

With the arrival of the 403rd Troop Can ier

Goutmnd.

roup the Air Evacuation S' u r dron

was reassigned and became one of its subordinate squadrons,

The 4°3r^

Group was assigned to the Thirteenth Air Force Service Command for adr.iin.ic/

trative control but was under the operational control of SCAT which Was
practically a Marine unit.

during this period many of the adainist *ativc

difficulties formerly facing the oOlst
efficiency somewhat improved,

1 r

cre alleviated and the operational

Later this unit was assigned directly to

Air Force Headquarters which proved to be the most satisfactory method of
control experienced by this unit.

In the S' ?A the air evacu tion units

were eventually assigned directly to the headquarters of the

34th

T oop

Carrier ding, a separate command of the Fifth Ail* "orcc, and operated with

various troop carrier groups assi ned to the Fin

,

Inasmuch as the 54th

room Carrier Wing cane under the control of the Fifth Air Force, the movement of these units and their,

operations we c frequently directed from

these higher headquarters rather than from the 54th Troop Carrier

'

ing.

In 'noth theaters m exceptional interest in the units themselves was
taken by personnel in higher Air Force Headquarters who closely supervised and controlled their movement and activities.
instances air evacuation units

48.

In a number of

ere situated close to or in Air Force

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
"quarterly Historical -opart of Medlar! Activities,
*'

1 October 1944*

17

Headquarters when their location in more forward areas had been recom-

mended.

On several occasions the nurses of these units wore quartered

in Air Force Head uarte- s apart from the rest of their units.

/Q

In ono

instance trip of 27 miles was required by these nurses to reach the
airdrome from which troop carrier planes were operating,

50
J

Operations

we:o hampered by restrictions with regard to the areas in which Flight

Nurses could fly, even though there was little danger of enemy activity,
(Photo 24.1)

•

On Leyte and subsequently on Luzon,

AGS, Ground Force

Nurses, Red Gross personnel and AIC Flight Nurses were employed several
weeks before Fli ht Nurses of the Air Evacuation Squadrons
to land and pick up patients.

ere allowed

In one instance, nurses of the 301st

HAES in late 194-3 were prohibited by higher Air Force authority from
flying at night in spite of the fact that patients were embarked only
on those planes which

arj

At times

ived in the forward areas at dawn.

it appeared that the social obligations of these units were of more im-

portance than their tactical employment.

SOPAC, several nurses

who

’-ere

In the spring of

194-2

in the

needed for air evacuation duties were

ordered to fly a round trip of 1200 miles over water to attend a dance

at another base despite the objections of the Theater Surgeon, 51

per-

sonnel with no experience in air evacuation or medical problems were

4-9«

Report Hq

50,

Report Ho 820th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub? "Quarterly
medical History of
Activities, u 31 Dccen'>er 1944-•

51.

Information obtained from the Commanding Office • SOlst iledical
Air Evacuation Squadron and the Air Surgeon, AAF,

804-th

ledical Air evacuation Scua. Ron, dub: Quarterly
Historical report of medical activities, 11 1 October 1944-*
"
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nrone to direct the activities of those squadrons.

Such practices

seriously hampered the efficient operation of those units and
jeopardized the lives of trained personnel unnecessarily,

'then these

units were permitted -I he freedom of activities usually granted other

Air Force units they functioned in an efficient and exemplary manner.
AIR hVACUATIQI? OP.RATIONS:
Planning:

As noted

above, air evacuation operations were hampered

by the inability of air evacuation personnel to obtain information on

projected operations* 52,53,54,55

Hot infrequently a landing would be

made and shortly thereafter the Air Evacuation Squadron Ithout
prior notice

T

any

ould be directed to put a system of evacuation into

operation from the now base.

Such a system required s knowledge of the

number of patients anticipated, the base to which they would be

evacuated, the location of hospitals and holding stations, the

trans-

portation of patients to and from the air field, the operation of an

air evacuation section at

he new banc to coordinate activities, the

establishment of an adequate s stem of communications and coordination

52.

Report Hq 601 st Medical Ai Evacuation S uadron from the Commanding
"Report of
Office to the Surgeon Thi toonth Air Force, Subs
433).
(Annex
26
September
Activities,"
1943.
P.

53.

Report Hq 804th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Subs
Report of Medical Activities," 1 July 1944*

54.

Report Hq 320th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub: “Quarterly
Medical History of Squadron Activities, 11 31 March 1945.

55.

Personal Letter Surgeon PEAF to the Air Surgeon AF, 24 March
1945. (Annex P. 19).

"

Quarterly
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pith troop carrier units

and other air evacuation facilities.

to say, the establishment of such a system

Heedless

on short notice tvs vi tually

impossible and during the early days of an invasion the resulting service was not satisfactory to either the

round Forces or this Air Force,

Many requests for clarification of responsibilities were made and
suggested standard operating procedures dram up in an attempt to antici-

56,57,58,59/0,61,62,63, 64

pate these problems in the pre-invasion planning,

Complete liaison of the type desv ed vac never achieved and air evacuation

personnel vo e forced to initiate other means of obtaining the do si- cd

results.

Personnel of Air Evacuation Squa rone took it upon thenselves

to learn of now

56.

invasions

and contact Task Poice Surgeons,

Fifth Air Force Reflation No. 25-50, Sub: "Air A vacua t ion,"

28 October 1943.

(Annex

?.

A5O).

57.

USA.SOS Technical Memorandum No, 2, Sub:
11 January 1944. (Annex P. A 51)«

58.

Letter Hq ADVON Fifth Air v orce from the burgeon to Commanding
0 '•*■ : iccr ALP, Sub: "SOP for Air Evacuation of Sic!: and ’ ounded for
Air Liaison," 19 April 1944* (Annex P, 4.5)

"Air evacuation,"

•

59.

Letter Hq 104th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the Goran; ndlng
Officer to the Ccmanding sene al, 54th Troop Car*• er ing, Sab:
"Suggested Operative Procedure for Aia tvi cuation in Operational
Area," 16 May 1944» (Annex P. A 55)

60.

FLAP

61.

Letter Kq Air Evacuation Operations, 801st and 004th Medicel
Air Amcuation Squa rons, üb: "Air :Evacua tion Pxocedu: e"
9 October 19-44. (Annex P, Z.60),

62.

Letter Hq 54th

Reflation No, 25-50,

Troop Ca

Sub: "SOP for Ar.

63.
64.

üb:

(Annex P, 457),

-

Tier

Evacuation,

i!

"Air evacuation, 121 July 1944.

in ;to Gem-ntinq General FLAP,
.Gee amber 1944. (Annex P. 462),

Letter Hq 135th MeJical Group to Commanding Ofsleers of all
Hospitals on 4-1 Opera'ion." (.Annex ?, 466).

135th Pedicel Groat
31 v'comber 19/4,

Operations Memorandum Hq
for

Air Evacuation,

:i

,

Sub;

Procedure

20

Though it was impossible to make definite commitments as to
and h :>w air evacuation would

commence,

•■hen, where,

the employment of air evacuation

was discussed in general terms and the requirements for air cv cuation
pointed

out.

The details of establishing the date of the projected

commencement of air evacuation and the establishment of communications
was tho responsibility of the liaison party which accompanied the

task force.

The air liaison party was further responsible for noti-

fying the commanding general of the Fifth Air Force of the number of
patients requiring evacuation,
This procedure did not prove entirely satisfactory and at
I.eyte and Ilindoro, representatives of the Air Evacuation

Squadrons

companied the Task Force and landed shortly after D-D .y,

however, this procedure was abandoned as it

experience,
sary to

Wait

Hollandia,
ac-

D sed on this
'•as found neces-

anywhere from three to four days before the situation be-

came sufficiently stabilized to permit .contacting; the various persons

involved.

Moreover, it was almost impossible for air evacuation officers

to make any definite ccoritncnts as the troop carrier policy for the

operation was unknown to them,

No definite plans could be made for

ground installations until the air strips had been completed and a

decision as to which ones were to be used by droop carrier planes had
been made,

A change in policy

was, therefore,

male and air evacuation

personnel were sent into the new area with the first troop carrier plane.

65.

Letter Hq ADVON FI th Air Force from the Surgeon to Commanding
Officer Alp, Sub: M SOP for Air Evacuation of Sick end 'oundod
(Annex P. A 55)•
for Air Liaison,” 19 April 194A*

66,

Report Hq BOAth Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
History of ledical Activities,” 15 July 19AA.

"

uarterly

21

(Photo 242)•

Considerable trie was necessary following this date

before efficient air evacuation operations could be put into effect.

67

It was felt by all Air Force personnel concerned th.-1 liaison between
the Ground Forces and the Air For

solved these problems and that

prior to an operation would have

jes

no* -e

efficient air

have been established at an earlier date*

I',

ov? t.

at ion would have

was believed that representation

of personnel from the Office of the Theater Surgeon, Task Force Surgeon, Air
evacuation Squadron and Troop Carrier operations T *ould have been necessary to

cover all

necessary

aspects of the plan,

Alternate methods of

evacuation were to be choson s' ould the projected plan for air evacuation
fail.

Such liaison

’:as

finally ceta.’ 11 shot in July 1945 with the assign-

ment of an Air Evacuation Office

to the staff of the Surgeon, FEAF,

A

complete plan of evacuation was drawn up for the projected invasion of
Japan which was felt to be satisfactory for the first time.

This plan of

evacuation gave the date of D-Day, the target date on which the strip would
be ready for use by transport planes,
talization

The anticipated casualty rate, the hospi-

available, the evacuation facilities prior

to air evacuation, the

base to which

68.

Feport Hq 820th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub; "QuarterlyReport of Squadron Activities," 31 March 194-5.

69.

Report Hq Bo4th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub; "QuarterlyHistorical Report of Medical Activities," 31 December 1944.

70.

Personal Letter Surgeon FEAF to the Air Surgeon

1945.

[Annex

P. 21).

AAF, 22

Juno

casualties would be evacuated, and the designation of sufficient medical
units to function as holding stations*

It was

planned that following the

establishment of air evacuation almost all patients would be evaucated
from Japan by this means when possible,

LOCATION OF FIELDS AND STRIP-SIDE FACILITIES;

The problem of the

location of hospitals and air fields as they affect one another in air
evacuation was never satisfactorily .solved during the

warning .the s®h-theater a.

It was felt by certain Ground Force personnel that air fields to which
patients were

delivered from forward areas should be located with regard to

the location of hospitals*

It was

the contention of the Air

Forces

on the

other hand that hospitals should be located with regard to projected air field

sites*

In

many instances

these two facilities were located far distant from

each other and patients were submitted to long rough trips in order to get

to and from air fields and hospitals.

For the invasion of Japan it was the

desire of the Theater Surgeon to have all patients delivered to NaHa on the
southern end of Okinawa,

This area was to be a main hospital center and was

located close to excellent harbor facilities for ship evacuation, as well as to
main ATC bases.

advantages.

The concentration of patients in this area had obvious

Further evacuation to the Philippines or to the United States

could have been accomplished smoothly and rapidly.

General

of the

However, the Commanding

Air Force had laid plane for the establishment of a

troop carrier base in the northern part of the island and requested that
hospitals be erected in this area to receive all patients from Japan,

In

some instances air fields suitable for transport planes wore established
near hospitals though relatively few hospitals were specifically located in

close proximity to air fields.
of hospitals was located

The

In New Caledonia the main concentration

30 miles from

the nearest air field.

necessity for theestablishment of holding stations for patients

awaiting air evacuation became apparent early in the development of air
evacuation in both theaters.

(Photos

243» 344)*

71
never made available in the SOPAC, 1
early as October

1943

Such facilities were

In the S-7PA theater, directives as

made the Commanding General, U3ASOS, respond, ble

for the establishment of strip-side shelters.
until the landing at Hollandia in April

designated for this purpose,

1944

However, it

was not

that a hospital was specifically

Prior to this time, make-shift shelters

were constructed and maned by air evacuation personnel.

(Photo 237)•

These shelters rarely fulfilled the requirements, in many instances became
necessary for the Air Forces to employ as Holding Stations the Portable
Surgical Hospitals assigned to them.

These small hospitals were frequently

enlarged to many times their authorized bed strength when serving in this
capacity,

71*

Curing the

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the Com,lßemanding Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force, Subt
11
(Annex
port of Activities,
26 September 1943*
P. t\S>3)
•

72.

Memorandum Hq Advanced Section USA3OS Sub:. "Medical Air
Evacuation 30 September 1943*'1 (Annex P. 443)
•

73«

Report Hq 820th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub; "History
of Squadron Activities," 15 October 1944*

latter part of the war all personnel appreciated the necessity of
establishing Holding Stations at an early date and little difficulty
was experienced during the Luzon and Okinawa Campaigns.

Th ese installations

(Photo

were usually located within one mile of

245)

the strip

and furnished only temporary medical care to patients awaiting further

evacuation*

The air evacuation section at these bases was usually

located in close proximity to the Holding Stations and were equipped

With this organization it was possible

with communication facilities.

to notify rear areas of the exact number-of,.planes:Teqtilrdd’to evacuate

(Photo 246).

patients on the following day.

Employment of Air Evacuation During a campaign;

Experience in the

Pacific War in the SOPAG and SWPA demonstrated that air evacuation could
not be expected to be reliable

during the early days after a landing.

The exact date on which an air strip would be available for transport
(Photo

planes vras not always known due to the normal events of war.

247).

Eor instance, at Bougainville the first air strip to be completed

was found to be unsafe for heavy planes until considerable more
work had been performed upon it.

In some instances, though the seizure

of air fields was the main objective of the campaign,

not put

into.

enemy resistance.

74-

1

Use on-

these fields were

the" d4te expected-beGause

::

£)f unexpeetfed
:

This factor played an important role in the delayed

Report Hq FEAF from GG, REAP to Commander in Chief, AFPAC,
Sub;
"‘Report of Essential Technical Medical Data," 31 August

1943.
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commencement of air evacuation from Biak,

At

Munda, New Georgia, the

air field was not entirely under control until late in the campaign

at which time the majority of casualties occurred at a point too far

from the air field to ■..arrant their return over-land and they were
evacuated by L3T and PBY from nearby beaches.

In addition, enemy air

opposition was often too great to risk the safety of unarmed and

often unescorted transport planes loaded with wounded personnel.
It was found that when fielcb were seized during the first few
days after a landing,

transport planes for the purpose of air evacuation

reasonably could be expected to commence operations on or about D plus
10 to 14,

However, in some instances as in the Leyte Campaign, the

tactical situation prevented air evacuation operations

even at this

Here the field had to be closed to transport aircraft for a
period of two weeks following the first two days of evacuation on D
plus

14*

It was not until D plus 30 that regular air evacuation service

was put into operation.

The consensus of most personnel concerned

with the problem of evacuation of wounded from forward areas was that

during the e rliest part of a campaign reliance should be placed upon
other methods of evacuation than air.

Normally air evacuation was able to operate on an almost routine
schedule after air superiority had been attained and adequate facili-

ties had been established.

Occasional interruptions

did occur as the

result of weather, or the employment of all available transport planes

in other operations of higher priority, (ihoto
interruptions rarely lasted more than

24

247).

However, these

hours and air evacuation.

contrary to the opinion of many Ground Force Medical Officers, could
be relied upon to furnish a steady daily means of evacuation.

It was felt in these theaters that the employment of air evacuation fell logically into two distinct categories, the initial phase
and the routine phase*

During the initial phase of air evacuation

after the landing, patients of all categories were evacuated to rear
bases for more definitive treatment and care.

During the early period

hospitals of all types in the forward areas were usually ill-equipped

to render more than emergency treatment.

As a result they usually

Air evacuation proved to be an

functioned as evacuation hospitals.

effective method of reducing the number of patients which had to be
cared for at one time by these hospitals.

Though it was desirable
4

that certain types of cases should

not be evacuated by air, yet in

an emergency, all types could be safely handled.
when trained medical personnel accompanied

Few deaths occured

the patients.

All medical

personnel were of the opinion th ,t inasmuch as these patients were
usually the most serious ones encountered during a campaign every
effort should be made

to give them the best possible medical

care

while enrcute from the forward area to the hospitals in the rear.

(Photo 248).

75*

Personal Letter Surgeon FIL'iF to
February 1945* (Annex P. l6).

the Air Surgeon AAF,

15

27

These sections were responsible for those aspects of air evacuation
that specifically concerned medical personnel.
Troop Carrier and Air Freight Forwarding

Un.its.

Close liaison with
Small air evacuation

section were established at each major forward base.

(Photo 250).

The air evacuation officer in the forward area was notified daily
of the number of patients requiring evacuation on the following day,

Tiiis information was then relayed to the officer in charge of the
main air evacuation base in the rear who then contacted troop carrier

The number of planes required at each forward base was given to;

operations.

troop carrier operations and the time of departure of these planes

ascertained.

Medical personnel -were then assigned to these planes

by the air evacuation officer who then notified the Air Freight

Forwarding Unit to include these personnel cn the manifest.
rule only

24

As a

hours notice was given by hospitals in the forward

though from the air evacuation viewpoint,
much more preferable.

30
'

t\.Q

areas

hours would have been

.Then Holding Stations were available in

the forward areas, patients were sent to them the previous afternoon
and held overnight to await the arrival of planes the next morning-.

(Photo 251).

The expected time of arrival of the planes was given

on the previous evening those forward bases and again one hour

prior to landing.

In areas where Holding Stations did not exist,

hospitals were notified to have patients at the field one-half hour

83.

Personal Letter Surgeon FEAF to the Air Surgeon AAF, Ip February

1945*

(Annex P# 1?).
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Operations From A Medical Point of View;

Considerable controversy

existed among air evacuation personnel as to whether the most efficient

‘method

of operations was the establishment of a pool of flying medical

personnel in forward areas to meet all situations, or -whether it was
better to establish the main pool of personnel in rear bases in close
association with troop carrier units where they could be called upon
when necessary.
forward areas,

Due to the restrictions on basing Flight Nurses in
the latter system was almost universally adopted through-

out both theaters.

When

efficient communications were established

this procedure proved to be satisfactory.

However,

in a number of in-

stances, planes arrived in forward areas without medical personnel
that were required for the evacuation of patients.

With an almost

complete lack of communications in the 30PAC, it was necessary to
man each troop carrier plane with medical personnel,

As a result

many unnecessary hours of flying were accomplished by Flight Surgeons,

Flight Nurses and Corpsmen,

One Flight Nurse was lost and a

number of air evacuation personnel were involved in air craft accidents

while they were returning from forward areas unaccompanied by patients*

Air Evacuation Squadrons established their control operations
sections at main Troop Carrier bases in the rear areas.

82.

(Photo 249)*

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the
Commanding Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth -dr Force,
Sub: "Report of activities," 26 September 1943*
(Annex P. 433)*

Although Air Evacuation Squadrons were organized to furnish this type of
care, they were unable to because

the nurses were not permitted to fly

into these areas during this phase, and the effectiveness of air evacua-

77» ?S» 79 t

tion was seriously reduced.

The routine phase began with the establishment of efficient air
evacuation operations and adequate hospitals in the forward areas.

Air

evacuation was best employed during this period as means of evacuating
to the rear only those patients who required more than the designated
period of hospitalization in order to return them to duty.

In this way,

the mission of air evacuation as defined by 'Van Department Regulations
was that of keeping "forward medical installations clear of casualties,

allowing for the care of newer casualties and reducing the logistical
problem of providing extra supplies and personnel for these forward units. Si

76,

Report Hq

804th

Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:

"Quarterly

History of Medical Activities (Fourth (Quarter 1943)•" 18 March
77,

Report Hq

804th

Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:

Historical Report of Medical Activities," 31 December

78,

79*

"Quarterly

1944*

Report Hq 820th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:

Historical Report of Medical Activities," 31 December
Report 820th Medical Mr Evacuation Squadron, Sub:

194^-*

"Quarterly

1944*

"Quarterly

Medical History of Squadron Activities," 31 March 1943*
80,

Radio Hq Surgeon Fifth Air Force to the Commanding General
Troop Carrier Mug,

81,

Report Hq

135th

13

December

1944*

(Annex P, 581)

Medical Group Section IX, Sub:

Ambulance Evacuation," March

1945*

34th

"Small Plane

(L-3)

prior to the expected time of arrival#

On arrival at the forward base planes to be used for air evacuation were given first priority for the removal of cargo,

plane set up for the reception of litter cases.

and the

The air evacuation

personnel on duty in the forward areas and ambulance personnel were
used to load the planes.

routes

(Photo 233)*

were scheduled to certain major

In most cases air evacuation

centers of the hospitalization.

However, in occasional instances when these centers

were overcrowded

with patients, planes were redirected to other bases.
ation officers stationed

at receiving bases

The air evacu£

were notified as far in

advance as practicable as to the number of litter and sitter cases to
be expected.

They,

in turn notified the hospitals to send the required

number of ambulances to the air field,

(Photo

25 2),

The hir Forces

were responsible for the care of patients only from the time of embar-

kation to the time of debarkation.

It was also the duty of the Flight

Surgeon in the forward area to check all patients for suitability for

evacuation by air.
The above system of operations was that commonly employed in SWP L
where relatively efficient communications were established by air evacua
tion.

In the

SOP.'jO where this

situation iid not exist, air evacuation

was based on a much more haphazard system of operations.
patients requiring evacuation,

The number of

the time of arrival at the embarkation,

and the location of the base to which these patients were to be evacu-

ated was rarely known until the arrival of planes at the point of
embarkation.

In many instances all patients requiring evacuation could

31

not be evacuated due to an insufficient number of planes arriving at

that base on that particular day.

After arrival in forward areas

planes frequently had to wait for hospitals to be notified and patients

sent to the field.

The administrative difficulties inherent in evacu-

ating a patient from a hospital made it extremely difficult for the
hospital to get these patients to the planes in less than one hour..
At points of debarkation, patients were frequently required to wait
for considerable periods of time while hospitals were notified of

their arrival and ambulances dispatched* H’*’^
Operations from a Troon Carrier Point of View:

In the great

majority of instances in the 3'VPA, troop carrier units considered air

evacuation to be their second most important objective, the first
being the transportation of troops and supplies to forward areas.

Full cooperation was given by them to air evacuation squadrons and
frequently pi nes were dispatched solely for the purpose of evacuating patients*

A close coordination and liaison was established be-

tween troop carrier units and air evacuation squadrons which resulted
in the efficient utilization of planes and personnel.

Troop Carrier

crews demonstrated a profound respect for the medical personnel on
the planes and accepted their advice

in matters which concerned the

84.

Report Fq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the
Commanding Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force, Sub:
"Report of Activities," 26 September 1943* (Annex T, 4^3)«

85.

Report Hq 801st Mbdical Air Evacuation squadron from R. K,
Arneter, Capt,, MG, to Lt, Col. F. D, Mohle, MG, sub: "Report
29 January 1944 rm& Report February 3* 1944* Headquarters
XIII Air Force Service Command f Office of the Surgeon," 9
February 1944* (Annex P, 491)
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welfare of the patient, With the establishment of adequate communications and an efficient air evacuation organization, little extra
burden was placed on troop carrier units by air evacuation activities.
All matters pertaining to the operation of planes except the estina-

tion were controlled by the troop carrier operations.

When necessary,

medical equipment was flown forward at the request of the air evacua-

tion officer.

Some difficulty did occur during the early period

of operations through Air Freight Forwarding

Units

as

in some instances

these units did not consider air evacuation to be an important factor
in their operations.

As a result, medical supplies and personnel were

occasionally loft off the manifest
awaiting forward shipment.

;

hen there was a backlog of cargo

These difficulties were, however, rapidly

ironed out and close cooperation was given by these units to air evacuation squadrons during the latter part of the war.

The situation

however, was entirely different*

in the

The

personnel in charge of SCAT did not consider air evacuation to be one of
their primary objectives,

tially a

-udr evacuation in this theater was essen-

matter of convenience and an activity which

was carried on

when no other duties were required of the troop carrier units.

priority granted to patients,

The low

the lack of adequate communications,

the failure to supply sufficient planes,
of air evacuation in this theater,

and

seriously hampered the mission

33

oommunicati ons:

Experience in air evacuation in the

SOp;.C and

SWPA during the war pointed out the extremely important role that

adequate communications played in the efficient operation of air

evacuation.

(Photo 253)*

In the 30P..X area, no system of communica-

'4

tions between the main air evacuation base of operations and forward
areas -was set up.

The only communications used was that between

planes and airdromes approximately an hour and a half prior to the
expected time of arrival of the plane,

this time the expected

time of arrival was given by the plane as well as the number of litter
and sitter patients on board.

This

received by AACS installations.

message was transmitted in code and

It was then decoded teletype! to SCAT

operations and then telephoned to SCAT

Medical.

Considerable

confusion

and error occurred as a result of the many hands through which these
messages had to pass.

At first no definite code for the use of air

evacuation was developed though liter a code covering the number of
litter and sitter cases

used.

Because it -was necessary to decode

these messages, considerable delay was incurred in the cryptographic
section due to the low priority granted this type of message.

Many

86.

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from R. K,
Capt., MC, to Lt, Col. F, D, Hohle, MC, sub: "'Report 29 January
1944 and Report February 3» 1944» Headquarters XIII Air Force
Service Command, Office oi t i-.-> Surgeon," (9 February 1944).
(Annex P> 491)•

87.

Memorandum Hq 54
Troop CKrfier Sing from Lt. Col D, W, Smith
to Lt, Col. it. J, Beck A-3 Ad\rah@e EohQlon Fifth Air .Force, Sub
"Suggested Communications IT ai for
Evacuation," 21 April 1944*
(Annex P, s^o).
:

instances occurred where the desired information was not received at
SCAT Medical until after the arrival of the plane.
occurred at forward bases

Similar delays

in the reception of messages making known
88

the expected arrival of planes to evacuate patients.

’

89

Permission was

/

eventually received to transmit this information in the clear when the
planes wsrepess than one hour away from its destination.

In the SQ,FA, the necessity for adequate communications was rapidly
realized and in January

1944»

the Commanding

Gen ral, U3ASOS, was

made

responsible for the establishment of communications to be used in air

evacuation#

During the first months of operations by the

804th

MAE3

t

However,

3ixth Army and Australian Army radio channels were used,

these channels did not prove to be entirely satisfactory because of the
incomplete network of these systems of communications.

An attempt was

then made to use AACS channels but difficulties similar to those ex-

perienced in the 30FAC presented themselves and this method of communi-

cations was abandoned by air evacuation personnel.

88

«

Subsequently Bomb

Report Hq 801st Medical #Air Evacuation Squadron from R. K, Ameter,
Oapt. MO, to Lt, Col. F, F. Mohle, MG, sub:
"‘Report 29 January
1944 and Report February 3» 1944 Headquarters XIII Air Force
Service Command, Office of the Surgeon," 9 February 1944* (Annex F, 491)
,

89.

Report Hq 801st Medical Sir Evacuation Squadron from the Commanding
"Report of activiOfficer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force, Sub:
ties," 26 September 1943* (Annex F. 334)*

90.

Informal Memo from Surgeon, FE.SF to the
1944 (Ann ex F, 453 )
*

91.

Surgeon,

18 December

•

Report Hq 804th Medical Mr Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
History of Medical Activities," 1 January 1944*

"Quarterly
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Ling and Fighter Control channels

"ere

used with some improvement.

In

an effort to improve the communications a soeci*l portable type of
equipment was developed by personnel of the si n-.l companies and attached

to the 54th Troop Carrier Ling,

Following a field trial at Nndzab this

method of communications was used by air evacuation and troop carrier personnel
after April 1944.
radio sets,

The equipment consisted of SGR-399 and SCR-499

(Photo 246),

All messages had to be decoded.

accompanied personnel of the

This equipment

54th Troop Carrier ’"ing Liaison Party

and permitted the. raxid establishment of communications facilities after
the commencement of operations from new air strips,

op

This system of

communications proved to be entirely satisfactory, but Bomb

'

ing channels stil

had to be relied upon in certain instances because of a limitation in
equipment and personnel.
At the time of the invasion of Leyte,

because of the absence of

previous coordination with Pacific Ocean Area Headquarters, the 54th
Troop Carrier "'ing Signal Team, which was sent to establish a reley
station at Pclelieu, was not permitted to operate and reliance had to
be placed on AACS channels which again did not prove to tie satisfactory. 93
On the other hand during the Luzon Campaign an extremely efficient system

92,

Memorandum He? 34-th Trcop Carrier r 'ing from Lt, Col. 5,3, Smith
to Lt, Col, A, J, Beck A-3 Advance Echelon Fifth Air Force, hubs
H Suggested
Communications Plan for Air T ’vacuatior?., M 21 April
1944. (Annex P. 57/+),

93.

Report Hq

804-th

medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Subs "Quarterly

Historical Report of Medical Activities," 31 December 194-4-•
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of communications was established by the

135th Medical

Group for use in the

3rd Air Commando Croup and the

system of evacuation developed at

this time which employed L-5 planes.

Though this was only a small

part of the entire air evacuation operation and was employed only over

short distances, it demonstrated the advantages that could bo obtained
when proper coordination and organization was achieved.
TYPES OF FLAK AS UAEJ AKD ARE 18. ADAPTABILITY TO did

~

V-CIL IQK:
•;

In emergencies almost all types of planes have been used to evacuate
personnel,

(Photo 254).

Various methods of adapting various typos

of planes for this purpose were developed in these theaters,

C-47 and

L-5 planes were the main types of planes used in organiz d air evacuation.
The number of patients that could be carried in the former type
and its range made the

(Photo 255),

0-47 extremely satisfactory for

use in air evacuation,

The type of 0-47 that was used in these theaters during

the first part of the war was not equipped -ith any type of litter
bracket and patients had to be placed upon the floor of the cabin.

In the SOPAC, because of the vast distances which had to be covered,
the patient load was further limited by the installation of fuselage
tanks in order to carry extra gasoline,

94.

Memorandum Hq 54th Troop Carrier "ing from Lt* Col. D. A
Smith to Lt. Col, A, J, Bock, 1-3 Advance Echelon, Fifth
■dr Force, Sub: M Suggested Communications Plan for Air
(
-r A Aid,
Evacuation,” 21 3Lpril"l944*

■

95.

During the latter

•••

■

801st Medical idr Evacuation Squadron from the
Commanding Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force, Sub: “Report of Activities, 26 September 1943 (Annex P, 4^3)•

Request Headquarters

part of 194-2, 194-3 end early port of 194-4 the C-47 1 s arriving in the
>

theater were equipped v/ith metal-type brackets•

During the last year

of the mar almost all planes mere equipped mith neb-type brackets
vrhich proved to be more satisfactory*

Another feature

bich made the

C-47 easily adaptable to air evacuation mas the position of the cargo
door which permitted easy loading*
a largo number of

C-4.6a

During the last ten months of the

-ere assigned

to troop carrier units and

(Photo 256).

employed in air evacuation.

mar,

A number of

C-4-6a

ere lest

as a result of operational accidents during the early days of their
employment in this theater rad air evacuation personnel as moll as

troop carrier crams did not relish flying in this type aircraft, 96
Considerable difficulty mas encountered in overcoming this attitude and
for a considerable period of tine 0-47’s -ere employed by air
evacuation personnel mhc never possible in pro fore nee to the
The main advantage of the
could be carried,

0-4-6.

G-4.6 mas the increased patient load that

As many as

type of plane in contrast to

36

patients could be carried in this

a normal load of

26 in the C-47,

The

number of litter cases that could be carried in the C-47's mas 18 mith
metal brackets and

24 mith mob brackets.

could be accomodated in the

C-46.

Thirty-three litter patients

One difficulty encountered mhen

using C-46’s for evacuation mas the extreme h ight of the cargo
door above the ground vhich necessitated either improvised moans to
load litter patients or the furnishing of all forward areas mith

96,

Report Ilq 820th nodical fir v cnation Squadron, Cub:
’’Quarterly tied leal rlislory cf Squadron Activities,"
31 March 1945.
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sufficient mechanic 0 ! hoists to meet requirements,
During the period C-4,6 f s

v'ero

(Photos 257 and 258)

employed, air evacuation routes vrero net of

sufficient magnitude as to mahe the use of this type plane v:ith its
longer range preferable to the C-47#

L-5 planes and other similar light planes v:cro used occasionally
during the uar in the Pacific to evacuate patients from air fields to
hospitals -and for other infra-island evacuation,

(Photos 259 and 260),

V^»

It mas not until the inception of the Luzon Campaign that this type
of aircraft mas used in large scale evacuation of patients,

1.-5B - hich

;

”

OO
*
'

The

as designed to carry one litter patient, proved to be extremely

satisfactory for this purpose.

However, it

vein

not until the arrival

of the Third Air Commando Group in December 1944- that this type of
plane was made available to air evacuation personnel.

Prior to the

arrival of the L-58, li-ht pianos used for this purpose had to be
modified in the theater in order to accommodate litter cases.

Bombardment aircraft

viere

occasionally used to evacuate patients,

particularly during the early stages of the
planes
fo

v

*

cro not available.

r,

repair

"ar

when other types of

These aircraft vhen returning to rear bases

rc used to evacuate as many patients °s possible by the

~re

97,

Heport: Ho Thirteenth Air
Surgeon, Thirteenth Air Force
to Air Surgeon, AAF, Sub; none, 9 April 194-3#

98,

Report Ha 804-th medical Air Avne action Squadron, Sub: "Quarterly
Historical Report of Medical Activities, 11 31 December 194-4-•

99*

Report Hr FJ AF, Sub; "Air Fvacuation by L-5B and
Aircraft," 24- July 194-5. (Annex P, 527),

C-64- Type
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11th Bombardment Group (H) in the SOPAC during 194-2,

lsolated

instances of this type of evacuation occurred during the rest of the

Air evacuation of the Admiralty Islands during the first

rr-r,

foV7

’,7eo 1:53

in march

1944-

unarmed C-47 planes.

after the invasion

\iaa

to hazardous to employ

In order to furnish evacuation from this area, five

3-17 1 s v:erc mod if id by 54-th Troop Carrier

T

inq and fitted v;ith litter

straps phieh permitted the carrying of 10 litter cases end up to 20

•calking eases,

(Photos 26l and 2.62),

Those noil-armed planes

Mere

used

to evacuate patients during a period of tv/o necks after rhich enemy
air activity disappeared, and C-4-7’s carried on the evacuation thereafter.
These especially modified B-17'o mere not used again,

0-69, PH-86, C-64 and other miscellaneous types of aircraft verc
used on occasions to cvacuato personnel in various parts of the Pacific,

(Photos 263 and 264).
(Photo 2'5).

C-54’s mere never used for intra-theater evacuation,

Probably the type of plane most widely employed

aside from the tmo main types mention d above, uas the Gataline (PBY),

(Photo 266),

These Aircraft more used on many occasions to evacuate

personnel from enemy-held territory

100,

nd in ocv ral instances

Report: Fq 11th Bomb G? Surgeon, i Seventh Bomb Croup

Surgeon, AAF, Sub:
Pacific,” 28 larch

’acre

used

(H) to

"Iledical Report on Operations in Southwest

1943•

101,

Is port Ho 45th Service Group from the Surgeon to the Surgeon
Fifth Air Force, Subs n Apian of Kvacnation of Casualties in
Bombersls Fay 1943.

102,

Report Fa 80/+th fedical Sir Tvacu+ion Squadron, Sub:
History of medical Activities," 15 July 19/4*

’’Quarterly
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to evacuate large numbers of troops from areas which could not be
served by transport or other types of planes.

On I\oit Georgia, over

4.00 patients were evacuated by these planes from Bairokco

Harbor,

Another instance of large-scale evacuation by those planes occurred
from the northern part of Leyte during that campaign.

It v.-as recom-

mended on several occasions that this type of plane be includ d in
over-all planes of air evacuation and that equipment for the stowing
of litters should be d velopcd for then.
Helicopters were not used to any great extent in the evacuation
of patients during the war in these theaters,

194-5 t'

(Photo 267).

In Juno

o infantry companies were isolated in an advanced area in the

mountains of lo”er

Luzon,

All casualties sustained by this group had

to be evacuated by hand over rough trails as ambulances
could not reach them.

or small planes

The trip over the trail took approximately three

days and required four men tocarry the litter and a small squad to act
as a protection during the trip,

(Photo 268),

The Burgeon, Air

Service

Area Command (AS C) suggested the use of RD-3 Helicopters which had
recently been assigned to this command.

The isolated troops rouehly

cleared an area 25 feet by 35 feet and in a period of eight days over

50 serious patients were evacuated without loss.

These paitnets were

delivered at the door of the receiving office, of the hospital 30 minutes
after

hoy were picked up.

The outstanding effectiveness of this

103. Report Hq 001st Radical Air Evacuation Squadron from
Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth dir Force, Sub;
Activities
26 September 194-3. (Annex ?, 4.82).

104-.

the Commanding
"Report of

Personal Interview with the Surgeon Air Service Area Commend.
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procedure resulted in the authoriantion of eight AD-4- helicopters per
liaison L-5 squadron,

A complete system of air evacuation of front-

line troops based on the employment of L-5c end helicopters was drav/n
up for use in the invasion of Japan,

Evacuation by oraril PI- 1 nos:

The use of smell aircraft to evacuate

personnel from areas inacessibio to larger aircraft or motor vehicles
was first advocated, by the A urge on, Thirteenth Air Force, in April 194-3*
it this time a fern of these planes were in operation at one of the island
bases in the SOPAG,

no extensive employment of these pianos resulted

from this recommendation and until the invasion of Luzon, these planes mere
only used sporadically to meet specific situations.

In December 1944

the Third Air Commando Gioup, composed of several squadrons of different

types of aircraft, arrived in the theater but no use waa found
for this specialized organization.

The Surgeon, FAAF, realizing the

he L-5 squadron of this group for evacuation work

possibility of using

recommended that such a system of evacuation be: developed.

The squadron

was offered to the Aixth Army for the purpose of air evacuation, supplydropping missions, re-su jplyina as a part of the Army Lie die a 1 Service,
and observation,

The offer

'as

accosted and the detached squadron

was enlarged to three squadrons and reconstituted as the Fifth Air
Liaison Group,

Its primary function was air evacuation,

(Photo 269)*

Force Aurgeon, Thirteenth Air Force to
Air burgeon, All, Subs hone, 9 -pril 1943.

105. lie-port s Hq Thirteenth Air
106, Report: Hq FIAF,
Aircraft

24

üb: "Air Evacuation by L-5B and
July 194-5. (Annex ?. 527),

G-64 type

Then the group first started its operations aero controlled by Fifth

Air Force and considerable coordination was re on ired f'ith the Fifth
Air Force, V Fighter Command, and

great deal of time was lest as
volved,

308 th

a result

Benb ”iag Headquarters,

A

of the many agencies in-

The group was finally permitted to handle all operations

itself and only coordinated with the

308 th;

Bomb "ing for intelligence

The smoothness of operations thereafter indicated the wis-

purposes.

dom of this procedure,

.

any of the aircraft

’-'ere

the

gift cf Detroit

school children and carried the names of the donor schools on the cowling,

(Photo 270).

107

The organization and operation of this system of air evacuation
was carried on soley by the 135th Radical Group of the Sixth Army
and its subordinate medical battalions,

The Air Forces contributed

the nlancs but in no ether respect handled any of the operational

aspects.

The 135th medical Group Headquerte-s functioned as the cen-

tral coordinating and regulating agency for dispatching the planes
and contacting the Fifth Air Liaison Group. 109, 110

All procedures

and installations mere established by Medical Group Headquarters,

107. Letter Uq

1 i ;ht Plane Section, 3d Air Commando Group from the
Intelligence Officer to the Commanding Officer 135th Medical
Group, Sub: "List of Kernes of L-5 Aircraft Used for Air evacuation,” 17 Kerch 194-5.

108. Report
of

iv

-

IT
135th Radical Group,
dical Activitiesl April
:•

üb: "Quarterly Report for History

1945*

109. Report Hq 135th Red ical Group, Sub: "The Use of Small Airplanes
for army medical Kvacu tioa on Luzon,
1.," April 194-5.
?.

(Annex

110.

P,

525).

Smith
Memorandum Hq 54-th Troop Carrh;r in ; from At Col, fi.
Air Force,
to T,t, Col, a. J, Heck, A-3 Advanced he ho lon
Sub: "Sup Tested Connuaicat ions Plan for Air evacuation,"
21 April 1944* (Annex P. 518).
.
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Tbo I ixth Army Medical Battalions •-ore responsible for the evacuation
r

'it’:in their respective corps areas, supervised the construction end

operation strips, and determined the need for planes at collecting
and clearing companies and hospitals.

An extremely efficient system

of communications based on two-way radio, telephone and teletype, was

out into operation by the 135th Ardical Group,
Artillery Units vrere accustom- d to construct small air fields close

to the frontlines for the use of planes employed in artillery
vation,

v,

obser-

ith the commencement of this evacuation system, these fields

mere made available for L-5 operations by enlarging them to 1000 feet
by 75 feet,

(Photo 272),

Clearing and collecting conroany commanders

mere directed to establish their stations adjacent to these strips if
the tactical situation permitted,

Atrips for debarkation of patients

nore located v/herever possible adjacent to each hospital and division
clearing station and when indicated near to division collecting

stations.

These strips were built by the Sixth Army engineers upon

request of the Army burgeon,

'"hen ready for operation these strips

wore reported by coordinates and general location to the 135th medical
Group headquarters which requested a check by the fifth Air Liaison
Group prior to their being placed in operation,

A white cross of

enough to be
cloth was displayed in the center of these strips large

visualized from

300

to

s°°

feet altitude.

In forward areas it was only

displayed during operational hours and an ambulance was displayed
promenently a longside the strip to notify pilots

that the strip was

not..

44

in enemy hands*
a

25-bed

It not adjacent to a hospital or clearing station,

holding station equipped of first aid under the care of a

Medical Officer

or Non-Ooramissioned Officer,

Medical Battalions

for processing patients.

was further coordinated by the
the operation of

L-5

O-Zj.6

and

0-47

135th

was established by the
This system of strips

Medical Group Headquarters with

type planes from larger air fields.

evacuation, except in an emergency,

/as

not used in excess of dis-

tances of 30 to 40 miles.
By 1600 hours of the day preceding evacuation, the hrmy Medical
Battlion Headquarters in each corps area had received information
from the medical units in their area as to the number of patients to
be evacuated on the succeeding day.

this time to the

135bb Medical

Group,

This information was relayed at
Hie number of patients to be

evacuated from each station, classified as to whether litter patients
or sitting patients, was given in this message.

In addition, patients

were classified; 'HI' 1 for local hospitalization, if convalescence was
not expected to require more than

evacuation,

3°

days,

or "E" for off-island

if convalescence was expected to require more than

30

days,

fee time that these patients would be ready on the following day, the
bed

status of all hospitals in the area, emergency

(especially

medical

supplies), and local problems pertaining to air

evacuation were also given.

135 th Medical

or unusual needs

Upon receipt of this information, the

Group Headquarters determined the number of planes to

be dispatched to e-,ch station,

their destination,

time of arrival,

and

routine

(the hospital or air strip

hieh patients .;erc to be evacuated)*

Hanea wore assigned on the basis of one plane for five to eight patients
depending upon the distance of the haul*
means of radio to the Fifth

'ihis information

was passed by

*ir Liaison Group for confirmation*

Upon receipt of the final schedule* medical Battalions were informed
so that all stations and units could complete their plans*
were dispatched by the Fifth

Hanes

dr Liaison Group the next morning

to proper terminals to arrive at the designated times*

movement from

hospitals or clearing stations was coordinated so that patients would
arrive at the strip a few minutes in advance of the planes,

(ihoto 274)*

d the deceiving station, planes were loaded with patients who were
flown to hospitals for further evacuation or transport pi ncs air strips,
(ihotos

275

r l*he L-s's

and 276).

continued to shuttle between the two terminal

until all patients were evacuated,

(l-hoto 277)*

Changes in the number of

patients, the need for additional planes and changes in routing

’./ere

given to the chief pilots at the stations concerned*

needs

called for by radio.

Liedic 1 Officers stationed at

these air strips

decided on the suitability of the patient for air evacuation.
were evacuated by

L-s*s

except psychotics.

ere

>-11 patients

Latients who mi Jit have been

adversely affected by altitude were flown at levels not to exceed 800 feet.
Hlots were prohibited from flying at altitudes below
unusual circumstances dictated such a procedure,

s°o

feet unless

property exchanges

was maintained on an item exchange of litters and blankets.

another extremely important function of this system was the
carrying forward of vitally needed medical supplies and personnel#

In one instance

a qualified Neurosurgeon was flown into a division

clearing station for consultation on a seriously

'ounded soliicr.

On another occasion a portaole surgical Hospital consisting of 37
men and 1000 pounds of equipment ras flown to a collection company

station which had been isolated by the enemy,
Group also operated a fe

;

0-44

the fifth

-ir Liaison

Horduyn, high-wing monoplanes,

which were used for longer missions#

These planes were capable of

carrying four litter patients of seven sitting patients each#

They

were not used to any great extent. H^ a

L-5

air evacuation began on

9 February 1945 and

throughout the

course of the Luzon Gampaign, d emonstrated the versatility and efficiency of this system o"'’ operation#

89

record of

patients

’./ere

transported from one division clcarin- station to an ...rmy hospital

in one day by four planes#
one pilot made

24 such

The route trip was 32 miles by air and

round trips that day.

112
~

This type of evacu-

ation permitted seriously rounded patients to be moved rapidly and
safely to hospitals for definitive treatment by highly qualified

110a,

Report Hq

sth Air

111.

Officer

liaison Group to the

13,5th Medical Group, 21 fay 1945*

( *nnox

x',

9)*

Report Hq 135th Medical Group from the Ooramanding Officer
to the Burgeon Headquarters Gixth -r.vy, >ub:
-ir evacu(--nnex
,320).
June
L.
ation on Luzon," 24
1945*
"

112.

Report Hq 70th Medical Battalion,
History," 8 April 1945*

>ub:

1

quarterly Me iical

medical personnel,

rough trip over bud reals

.

./-s

no longer

necessary and in name instances this type of evacuation proved to
oc the only method

threatened

feasible*

The only factor encountered ..hich

the success of this operation ./as the dive-sion of a con-

siderable number of these versatile planes for other less important
duties*.

On the basis of a protest by Jen ral

General* Gixth

•*.rmy

these diversionary practices

Commanding

stopped and

'ore

their use restricted to air evacuation missions*
Twenty to thirty planes were operated daily over a net./ork of
more than

l±o

strips.

The casualties were evacuated efficiently

rapidly and in comfort without a single serious operational accident
or a single loss of a patient.

Group and the

135 th Medical

Cooperation between the Air Liaison

Group was of the highest order and was

the major factor of the success of the organization and operation of
the evacuation system.

19*000

During a period of five months approximately

patients were evacuated and over 10,000 pounds of medical supplies

were carried.

In the conclusion of a report on this operation the

Commanding Officer of the

135th Medical

Group stated

"

the success of intra-island air evacuation on Luzon indicates what
can be accomplished by a combination of an efficient system of

113* Radio Commanding General, Sixth
(Annex P. 545)•
General FLAP,

Army to the Commanding

48

liaison, good communications, a coordinating headquarters and welltrained and cooperative Air Corps personnel whose main concern is

the

This same organization stated in

evacuation of sick and wounded,"

the opening paragraphs in its standard operating procedures on air
evacuation by light planes;
"■The use of small planes

(L-5B)

for evacuation of

casualties is an unusually valuable addition to the
transportation facilities of the Medical Department.

It provides an ambulance service capable of diversified
and extensive use in all zones of a theater of Operations
and affords the wounded and sick a rapid,

comfortable, and

safe means of evacuation."
Small plane evacuation supplements but does not supplant
motor ambulance evacuation.

The latter must always be

available, ready for instant use whenever plane facilities
fail or are otherwise unavailable.

The smooth combination

of the two services is the desired objective, and when

obtained, maximum efficiency of medical evacuation is
assured."

114*

1]

Report Hq 135th Medical Group from the Commanding Officer
to the Surgeon Headquarters Sixth Army, Sub: "Air Evacuation on Luzon," 24 dune 1945* (Annex P. 545)
•

115. Memorandum

Hq 54 th Troop Carrier 7/ing from Lt, Col. D, .7,
to
Lt, Col. A, J, Seek, \~2 Advanced Echelon Rifth
Smith
Air Force, Sub: "Suggested Communications Plan for Air
Evacuation," 21 April 1944* (Annex P. 5-0).

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AIR EVACUATION:
Type- of

Patients Evacuated and Problems Encountered:

The develop-

ment of a rapid, smooth and safe method of evacuating patients by air

was one of the outstanding developments in the medical care of service
personnel

during the war.

squadrons in the

Pacific

It was found by personnel of air evacuation
that in emergencies all types of patients could

be carried by plane when trained medical attendants accompanied then.

116

During the early air evacuation of new beachheads, cases of every conThe out-

ceivable type were flown out of the combat zone to rear areas.

standing feature of the evacuation by small planes obviated the necessity of submitting these patients to long, rough trips by ambulance before they reached a hospital where they could receive adequate

treatment.

During the early days of the war at Guadalcanal and Buna, a large number
of the patients evacuated were received direct from emergency aid stations
on the front lines.

Many of these patients never entered a hospital until

after they were evacuated from the combat area by air,

As a result the

treatment afforded many of these patients prior to air evacuation
little more than routine first aid.

was

Fractures were often immobilized

in improvised splints, and wounds covered with battle dressings.

Gun

shot wounds of the chest and abdomen were evacuated after having received

only the most necessary emergency treatment,from Guadalcanal could bo

116.

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub t "Quarterly
Historical Report of Medical activities," 10 July 1945*

50

be flown,

if necessary, at minimum altitudes since the entire route

to rear bases was over water.

In many instances pilots on the

advice of medical personnel flew under bad weather rather than
attempting to fly over it at an altitude which might jeopardize
the life of a seriously ill patient,

On the vh ole during the

entire Pacific War almost all air evacuation routes could be flown
at extremely low altitudes and problems, which occasionally did not

arise when patients are flown at high altitudes, rarely occurred.
One major exception was the short trip from the northern side of
the Owen-Stanley Mountains to Port Moresby,

This required the

altitudes of 8000 feet be flown for a period of

15

minutes.

In a

few instances when the pass was closed by weather evacuation planes

were forced to climb to 13,000 feet.

It seems probable from incomplete

reports available that during the earliest evacuation in this area a

number of patients may have died as a result of flying at these altitudes,

jf

should also be remembered that as at Guadalcanal

these patients had received no definitive hospital treatment and many

11?.

Report Hq 301st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the Commanding
“Report of
Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force, Sub:
11
4^3)•
(Annex
'
P.
Activities, 26 September 1943*

118.

Report of F/Lt, F, E. Kiel, Medical Officer, No.
December 1942* (Annex P. 475 )•

119.

Report Hq U, 3. Advance Base, Office of the Surgeon by M. N.
Steinberg, Capt., MG Sub: “Evacuation of Patients by Air,“

1942.

P. 4^9)*
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Squadron FEAF,

51

were seriously ill.

leather conditions occasionally forced evacuation

planes to altitudes which were not considered desirable by medical personnel attending patients on these planes.

Aside from these two situ-

ations air evacuation proved to be no more dangerous to the safety of
the patients than evacuation by ship or motor vehicle.

On one occasion

a patient with infantile paralysis was evacuated by air in an “iron

lung."

120

Though evacuation of all types of patients could be accomplished by
air, there were, however, certain types of patients which it was not
desirable to evacuation in the manner unless it was absolutely necessary.
Among this group were patients who were in danger of going into shock,
patients with abdominal distention, and patients with chest conditions
that markedly reduced the vital capacity of the lungs.

121,122

Tt was

the responsi billty of the Flight Surgeons on duty in the loading area

to insure that only those patients who were euijtable for this type of
evacuation would be loaded on the planes.

(Photo 23?)•

l^

l-

burden

placed upon these Flight Surgeons, hov/ever, was materially increased

because of the fact that many Ground Force Medical Officers were not
aware of these requirements.

Many patients who were obviously unfit

120,

Newspaper Article, (Annex P. 51?)•

121,

“Quarterly
Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
Historical Report of Medical Activities," 1 April 1945* (Annex
P. 4.66),

122,

Operations Memorandum Hq
Medical Group, Sub:
for Air Evacuation," 3J December 1944*

123,

FEAF Regulation No.

(Annex P. 457)•

25-s°»

Sub;

"Procedures

"Air Evacuation,"' 21 July

1944*
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for air evacuation were

sent to the air field and had to be returned by

the Flight Surgeon, on duty there,

This problem continued throughout

the course of the war in the Pacific in spite of many attempts to educate

these officers.

Another difficulty frequently encountered by air evacua-

tion personnel was the improper preparation of patients for evacuation
by air.

Patients were frequently delivered to air fields v/ho had not

been fed and who had not previously emptied their bowels and bladder,

V/hen it was necessary to do this aboard evacuation planes considerable unnecessary work was required on the part of air evacuation personnel,

Moreover the facilities provided on board planes were such as

make any such procedure relatively unpleasant and uncomfortable for all

patients concerned,

The proper sedation and restraint of psychotic

patients was a problem that presented itself throughout the entire war

and was rarely* accomplished prior to the time patients were delivered
to the plane,

126

ivir Evacuation personnel were well trained in the proper loading
of patients.

124*

Seriously-ill patients were placed in position on the

Report Air Surgeon, AAF to Commanding General AJT, Sub:

on Special Missions,

1

’

23 November

“Report

1944*

125*

Memo Surgeon Feaf to the Air Surgeon AAF, 13 January
(Annex P, 12).

126,

Report Hq

1945*

804th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub: '’Mr
Evacuation of Psychotics in the 3WPA, 11 by T, I, Soileau,
Capt., MG.
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plane where they could be easily attended.

Patients with wounds on one

side of the body were’ placed in such a manner that these wounds were on
the inside of the plane

and those patients who night suffer-', the

most

from,

a rough trip were placed in the forward end of the cabin where the

motion of the plane was usually the least,

(Photo 230),

of patients were taking their first airplane ride,

As the majority

it was necessary for

air evacuation personnel to give them a short indoctrination talk prior

to take-off.

Such a talk greatly reduced the psychological

tension of

these patients and reduced the number of air-sick patients.

patients who were lying down rarely became air-sick.

Litter

However,

the develop-

ment of air-sickness in one individual was extremely infectious
and frequently an entire plane load of ambulatory cases would become

sick.

Sedation and placing the person in a horizontal position near

the forward end of the plane alleviated many of these cases.
Lcuipment for

previously the first

Use

G-47 1

in Evacuation of Patients

by

Air:

noted

s used in these theaters were not equipped with

any method of stowing litters and they consequently had to be placed on
the floor of the cabin,

(Photo 269).

Later models were equipped

with metal brackets which were stowed beneath the cabin floor until

ready for use.

This equipment consisted of a curved horizontal section

127.

Report Hq 801st Medical .Air Evacuation Squadron from the
Commanding Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Eorce, Subi
"'Report of Activities," 26 September 1943* (Annex P. 4^3)*

128.

Report Hq U, 3. Advanced Base, Office of the Surgeon, by
M, N, Steinberg, Gapt,, MG. Sub:
"Evacuation of Patients
(Annex P.
•
by .dr,"
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These wore put

and a diagonal bracket.

of the plane by bolts equipped

kluch

together and fastended to the side

<ith cotter pins,

(Photos 232 and 239)*

of this equipment was ill-fitting and difficult to set up and in

addition,

the many

pieces

made it easy for a vital section to be lost.

129

It was a common practice to set up the top tier of this type of bracket
and keep it in place at all times.

majority of cargo carried by

This did not interfere with the

0-47*3.

The remaining brackets were par-

tially assembled and fastened to the side of the plane in an easily
accessible position by means of shock cord.

new

0-47's

During the middle of

1944

began to arrive in the theater equipped with a litter sus-

pension system consisting of web straps.

(Photo 230).

These straps

when not in use, were permanently stowed in canvas containers situated

along the ceiling of the cabin.
blied in a short time.

Further

This

equipment could be easily assem-

more the equipment could not be removed

from the plane and therefore was always available.

The

first types of metal brackets would only accommodate

the

special type of flooding aluminum litters developed for use by air

evacuation squadrons.

(Photos 230 and

232).

These litters were extremely

light but the number available in the theater was limited.

It was not

possible to supply all hospitals with a sufficient number of these lit-

ters and it was, therefore, necessary to transfer patients from

one type

of litter to another at the air field prior to embarkation.

This

Report Hq 804th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
Evacuation of Casualties," 1943• (Annex P. 494)*

"Air

129*
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procedure consumed time and was frequently injurious to the patient,
-ui

attempt was made in the SOPAC to have the majority of standard

Medical Department litters
air evacuation planes.

modified so that they could bo used in

The problem was not solved until types

of brackets arrived in the theater which would accommodate all

types of litters,

0-47's

standing in the blazing tropical sun while awaiting

patients or while waiting for permission to t'Jce off, became vertiable

ovens in their interiors.
were recorded.

Needless to

Temperatures as high as

say such conditions were

for seriously sick personnel.

Medical Establishment

140

and

150

degrees

not favorable

Experiments by the 2nd Central

proved the feasibility of cooling these

planes while they were on the ground with portable equipment
could not be improvised in the theater to most requirements and

equipment designed for the purpose was

Patients

not available.

on leaving the ground were usually perspiring freely

and their clothing soaked with

sweat because of the above conditions.

130,

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the
Force,
Commanding Officer to the 3urgeon Thirteenth
on
Sub:
"Report
Activities," 26 September 1943* (Annex
P. 483).

131

Report Hq 2d Central Medical Establishment, Sub;.
"Investigation of the Cooling of planes used in Air
Evacuation," June 1944*

•

132,

Report Hq AAF from Col, G, E, Ledfors, MO, to the Air
Surgeon AAF, Sub:. "Report of Trip to S’VPA with Reference
to Medical Supplies," l 6 September 1944*
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For maximum efficiency, troop carrier planes flew at an altitude of
approximately 10,000 feet when possible.

Temperatures at these alti-

tudes were usually very cool and often actually cold.
suffered from this abrupt change in temperature.

Many patients

During the early

days of the war insufficient blankets were available to protect
patients while they were being evacuated by air,

During the later part of the

(Photo 269)

war sufficient blankets were made

available through personnel lying on a bare litter were usually uncomfortable because of the lack of insulation beneath them,

(Photo

.
230). 132

Patients flying at these altitudes occasionally require oxygen,
though with the proper selection of patients,

the number of patients

requiring such therapy was not any greater than when transported at
sea level.

No oxygen equipment was issued to air evacuation squadrons

and the oxygen equipment with which

0-4?'s

were equipped was insuffici-

ent and improperly located for use by these personnel,

s a result in

both theaters attempts were made to improvise adequate portable oxygen

equipment.

In the SOP.xC an extremely satisfactory typo of rebreather

equipment (Mine Safety »qpplicance Company, Mark II) was obtained from

the Navy,

132,

This apparatus was light, aould bo easily carried around.

Report F/Lt, F,
Keil, Medical Officer of No,
December 194-2• (Annex P, 475)*

36

Squadron,

57

M

-|

conserved oxygen and had a supply lasting three or four hours,

In the SI."PA a portable type of equipment

PASS,.

v/as

developed by the

-

rr

"'

:

04th

This equipment consisted of a low-pressure C-tyoe oxygen

bottle with an attached demand-type A-13 regulator, and the mask

was of the standard gas mask.

(Photo 270).

134

developed

Equipment

during the latter part of the war specifically for air evacuation
was never available to air evacuation squadrons in these theaters.

Another problem arising in the safe transportation of
patients by air v/as the fact that no proper type of restraint v:as
available to restrain excited violent psycholtic patients.

In one

instance a psychotic patient managed to work free from his improvised

restraint, seized
the head.

a revolver and threatened to

shoot the pilot through

Luckily he was dissuaded from his designs, several types

of restraints were developed by air evacuation personnel

theater and found widespread acceptance,

(photo 45),

in the

The type of

restrain developed during the latter part of the war in the Zone of

Interior was never made available to air evacuation squadrons in
these theaters,

However, from the few samples tnat were soon it

vr as

felt by air evacuation personnel in the S’PA that the type which had
been locally designed was more suitable to their requirements.

133.

Report Hq. 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the
Commanding Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Eorce,
Su'd:
"Report of Activities," 06 September 1543. Annex p. 435.

134,

Report Hq. 804th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
"Air Evacuation of Casualties," 1943, Annes p, 494,
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One problem wliich worried air evacuation personnel and was never
solved during the vrar was that of what should be done with patients

should a water landing be necessary.

This was -particularly true of

litter cases that could not take care of themselves,

ITo procedure

was developed which was felt to be satisfactory and in the maj oritv

of instances planes were not

supplied with Sufficient survival equip-

ment to take care of the number of matients usually carried, (Photo
d rl

\

).

135,136
’

,

Ho instance was recorded
,

,

wxiere

such a procedure was
,

necessary though several plane loads of patients were lost under unknown ci r cun st anc es.

The medical kit orgina.-.ly supplied air evacuation squadrons was
extremely bulky and heavy.

It contained many items of equipment not

necessary for use in intra-theater evacuation.
sup

,lied

Moreover, it

was not

with plasma units and other items which were desirable.

801st MASS never used this type of equipment.

The

During the first part

of the war they used a kit consisiting of canvas panel with many
pockets which could be hung on the back wall of the latrine and a
canvas container for bedpan,

urinal, and plasma.

(Photo 232), 137

This type o' equipment did not prove entirely satisfactory and a

135,

Report Rq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the Commanding Oflicer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force, Sub
''Report of Activities," 26 September 194-3. (Annex p, 4 3),
:

156,

Report Hq 820 th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
"Quarterly Medical History of Squadron Activities,"
31 March 1945,

137.

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the Commanding Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force, Sub:
"Report of Activities," 26 September 1.943, (Annex p, 435),
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small compact canvas kit v/as designed and manufactured locally,

(photos 42,43, and 44).

This kit v ras widely used by air evacuation

personnel throughout the war and was adopted by other squadrons.

It

was found preferable to the small kit eventually developed and dis-

tributed by the Air force',.

-138

One particular problem facing air

evacuation personnel was the insanitary methods for the disposal
of excreta aboard planes.

This

v/as

particularly true of the bedpan

for there v/as insufficient water to clean it after each time it was

used.

It v/as recommended that a disposal liner be developed which

would have solved this problem.

139

Air evacuation routes in these areas frequently required sustained flight for a long as eight or even nine hours.

It was

essential that sick patients be given some form of nourishment
during this period.

Air evacuation squadrons supplied with one

gallon thermos jugs for this purpose.

However, the type supplied was

not satisfactory in that it frequently came apart and the faucet becane frozen.

-140

Sandwiches and other types of food were occasionally

supplied.by the Red Grose but usually dried out before they were

consumed, thereby reducing their palatability.

Some air evacuation

3-38.

Report Eq 801?t Medical Air Evacuation Sq.uav.lron, Sub:
"Air Evacuation Medical ICit," April 1944,

139.

Mono Surgeon REAR to The Air Surgeon AAR,
Annex p, 12,

140.

Report Hq AAR from Col C-. S, Ledfors, MG to the Air Surgeon
AAR, Sub: "Report of Trip to S'OPA with Reference to Medical
Supplies, 16 September 1944,

13 January 1945
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squadrons routinely carried "10 in 1" or "K" rations on evacuation
flights.

There was some difficulty in obtaining the necessary

authorization to requisition this

food,^ J^a

Moreover, inasmuch

as much as a great portion of this ration could, not be

wasteful practice was discontinued.

used, this

It was found the patients

most appreciated fresh bread and consequently this it on was carried
in loaf form with butter, spreads cheese, and meats in a specially
constructed food box*

patients fed.

Sandwiches were made in flight and the

Their appreciation was ample award, for the extra

',141

work involved.
,

.

Considerable difficulty was encountered

Property Exchange;

Service

by both the medical Departments of the Ground and
and Air Evacuation squadrons

during the war.
and

Porces

in the proper exchange of property

Planes arrived in the forward areas without litter

blankets, creating

a considerable drain on the

equipment in forward areas.

stocks of this

The forwarding of the necessary number

of these items of equipment on each plane was impractical because

of the weight involvedwhich materially reduced the load which
could be carried,

(photo 270),

Moreover, such a procedure was

time-consuming, bulky, involved too many people, and led. to loss

of blankets and litters.

In addition,

the complete accomplishment

of such a procedure required similar exchange at

140a*

the point

of

Report Hq AAR from Col G-. 3, Lsdfors, MG, to the Air Surgeon
"Report of Trip to Sr TA with Reference to Medical
Ail?, Sub
Supplies, 16 September 1944,
:

141,

Report HI 820th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Su'd:
"Quarterly Medical History of Squadron Activities," 31

March 1945.
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Debarkation,

This had been found to be almost entirely impossible.

The final solution arrived

at, which proved to

be satisfactory, was

the requisitioning of litters and blankets weekly by the Task Eorce

Surgeon from the

rear base.

The Medical Supply Officer there would

then ship those items directly to the parties involved, by air.

IAO

In order to make a sufficient quantity of this equipment available

to beachhead troops, large stocks were carried by hospital ships and

other ships carrying medical supplies which accompanied invasion
forces,

MEDICAL AIR EVACUATION SOpADROR:

Organization:
Evacuation Squadron

The Basic organization of the Medical Air

(MAES) prove to bo efficient for the mission

for which it was designed in almost all respects.
the flights,

outlined in

T/o

In this theater

S-447, dated 15 Eebruary 1943, were

rarely used as detached sections. 143

The entire unit as a rule was

based together and operated as a whole.

In a few instances the

various Air Evacuation Squadrons covered certain specified areas of

the theater independent of the other units.

In the majority of

instances, however, they operated inter-dependently covering the
same routes and performing the same duties.

Certain difficulties

arose when all units were not located together at the same base.
The absence of a coordinating air

142,

11 Quarterly
Report Hq 820 th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
11
Medical History of Squadron Activities, 31 March 1945,

143,

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the
Commanding Officer to the Surgeon thirteenth Air Eorce,
Sub:
"Report of Activities," 26 September 1943, (Annex p.

433,)
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evacuation officer in higher headquarters made it necessary for one
unit to assume the leading role and coordinate the activities
units.

of all

The 804th MAES assumed this responsibility in most instances.

lAA

It was recommended on several occasions that an Air Evacuation Group

Headquarters he organized to servo this function,
Pive Plight Surgeons, wore authorized each Air Evacuation
Squadron,

These officers were employed primarily to man bases

in forward

areas.

The duties of these officers required the

coordination between air evacuation operations and hospitals in
those areas, the supervision of patients prior to evacuation, and
the loading of planes.

Experience with the system developed for

the L-5 evacuation pointed out that, with proper organization and
adequate training of all medical officers as to which patients

could and could not be evacuated by air, the presence of an air
evacuation officers at those bases was unnecessary.

These officers

were rarely employed to their full capacity and many found themselves
with considerable time on their hands, It was the consensus of
personnel in the Air Evacuation Squadrons that, with the conditions

outlined above, a total of five Medical Officers per Air Evacuation
Squadron were not required.

3 45

One of the hardest working men in these squadrons was the Medical

Administrative Of ‘icer.

His duties included routine administration,

144,

Report Hq 804th. Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Su'd:
Report of Medical Activities," 31 March 1944,

145,

Personal Interviews with Air Evacuation Officers,

"Quarterly

supply, transported ion,

doss,

and many other miscellaneous

such as censor, war bond officer, and security officer.

duties

This of-

ficer was considered to have more work than he was capable of hand-

ling efficiently, and it was recommended that an additional Medical

Administrative Officer bo assigned in lieu of one to the Rlight
Surgeons,

In addition, it was also recommended that the Medical

Administrative Officer bo authorized 'a Captaincy because of his
important position in the efficient operation of the Air
Squadron,

""

Another change in the

T/0

Evacuation

/

that was suggested was the

addition of more basis enlisted personnel in order to accomplish
the many duties required in the operation of a camp in which a

large number of nurses were quartered.

147

There wore insufficient

men to provide for adequate transportation, sanitation, and guard duty.
Training and Selection of Personnel;

A School of Air Evacuation

was established in the fall of 1942 at Bowman

Rield, Louisville, My.

Air Evacuation Squadrons were to have been trained at this school
prior to shipment overseas.

However, personnel of the 801st MASS

received no training at this school because of the ur ,cnt necessity

146,

Report Hq AAR Col ,S. S, Lcdfors, MO to the Air Surgeon
AAR, Sub J "Report of Troop to ST TA with Reference to Medical
Supplies, 1, 16 September 1944,

147,

"Quarterly
Report Hq. 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
1944.
1
of
October
Historical Report
Medical Activities,"

64

for their shipment overseas.

As a

result,

a school had to be estab-

lished overseas by the medical officers of this organization in order

to train both enlisted and nurse personnel in the procedures and requirements of air evacuation,

-148
*

In addition, many of the enlisted

replacements received during the last year of the war, had not
received air evacuation training in the

states.

149

The training of

these replacements in the theater added greatly to the burden of
the Air Evacuation Squadrons,

a

149

Personnel trained at Bowman Field were well-founded in all
aspects of the principles of air evacuation.

It was felt on the

part of some personnel that this training had boon superfluous
in certain respects such as the infiltration course given to nurses
and the detailed loading procedures given to all personnel which
were never practiced in this theater of operations.

Moreover, it

was the opinion of the majority of personnel that medical technicians
would have been preferable to surgical technicians as the training
of the former was more applicable to air evacuation.

148,

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron f von the
Commanding Officer to the Surgeon thirteenth Air Force, Sub:
"Report of Activities, 11 26 September 1945,

1-1-9,

"Quarterly
Report Hq. 801st Medical Air Evacuation S uadron, Sub:
Historical Report of Medical Activities," 1 April 1945,

149a,

Letter Hq. 804th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the
Commanding Officer to the Commanding General 54th Troop Carrier
Ming, Sub: Training Problems," 25 July 1945.

150,

Report Hq. 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub: "Quarterly
Historical Report of Medical Activities," 1 October 1944,

During the course of the

war, nurses

were selected for air

evacuation on the basis of height and weight and their ability

to pass the 64 examination for flying.

requirements,

As a result of these

the nurses assigned to these squadrons were

relatively small, and considerable difficult;?- was encountered by
them in performing their duties.

Many instances were noted where

it was difficult for these small girls to climb in and out of

jeeps, board airplanes and treat patients in the top tier of
litters in the plane.

Moreover, it was felt that the additional

few pounds that would have been added had larger girls been

used,

would have been a negligible factor when considering the load limits
of the planes in which they flev?.

Personality defects and emotional

instability also were noted more frequently than would expect in
groups of only 25 persons.

Mental compatibility and emotional

stability wore very desirable in a group of nurses that had to
live

;

nd work closely together under the stress .and strain of the

combat conditions experienced in these theaters.

Mi sunder standing s

occasionally arose that seriously theatoned the operational
efficiency of this group of personnel.

It was felt that a more

careful method of selection would have prevented such situations
from
„

151.

.

.

arising.

151

Deport Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
11 Quarterly Historical. Report of Medical Activities,”
1 April 1945,
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Utilization of

Personnel;

personnel of the Air Evacuation

It was originally planned that
Squadrons

would work in teams

composed of a Flight Furse and a Surgical Technician-, and that

Flight Surgeons would fly with patients only when absolutely
necessary.

In the SOPAC on Medical Of'iccr was required each

day to fly to the forward area, to pick up serious patients.

The

Medical Officer on such a plane was unable to render any more
professional care than were the nurses.

Frequently those

Medical Officers did not even receive patients and many

unnecessary trips were made hy them.

It was also found necessary

in this theater to split the air evacuation team in order that
all planes could he supplied with a medical crew member,
and surgical technicians flew on these planes separately,

nurses
15?
J

In

SI-PA, during the early days of a campaign, when nurses were not
permitted to fly to forward areas, it was also necessary for
surgical technicians to accompany patients alone.

This procedure

was found to he entirely satisfactory in instances where the

patients evacuated wore not critically ill or seriously wounded,
or when the technician was thoroughly trained.

It was noted

that I'Tavy Corpsmen wore better trained along medical lines than

were the Army technicians.

Moreover, it was felt that though

the surgical technician was able to assist the

152.

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron From the
Commanding General to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force,
Sub:
"Report of Activities," 26 September 1943,

nurse when heavy duties such as lifting patients was required,
his presence was not absolutely essential as other personnel on
hoard the plane could lend a hand when necessary.

153

Contrary to the opinion of many personnel unacquainted with
the operations of these

units, the presence of

forward areas did not present many problems,

nurses in the

nurses arc trained

to face many conditions and situations usually not encountered
by other women.

As a consequence the conditions frequently

found in forward areas were rarely considered to be objectional
by them.

The only problem which did arise was the necessity

of providing guards for nurses

nurses

1

1

quarters.

In many instances the

areas were surrounded with high fences, and as a result,

few instances occurred where nurses were molested,(Photo 281),
Purses and enlisted personnel in S T JPA wore permitted to
accompany patients to the Zone of Interior on a few occasions

during the early part of 1944,

154

Mith the arrival of Air

Evacuation Squadrons assigned to ATC, this procedure was stopped.
In both theaters, flying personnel of Air Evacuation Squadrons

were designated as air crew

153.

Report Hq 820th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub
11 Quarterly Historical Report of Medical Activities,”
31 December 1944,

154,

Report Hq 804th. Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
“Quarterly History of Medical Activities," 15 July 1944,

:
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155 156 157

members on troop carrier planes,

*

'

*

This f. ct

prevented them from being removed from planes because of nassengers
They were, therefore, able to

or freight with higher priority.

return to their units more rapidly than would have been the
case had this procedure not been adopted.

Health, Morale and Dotation:

On the whole the health and

morale of the personnel of these units was maintained at an
extremely hight level during the entire war,

158
'

Hursos and

enlisted personnel average monthly approximately 00 to 100 hours
though in many instances up to 150 hours were flown.

Many of the

evacuation flights required three or even five days departure from
the main base,

A high level of morale was maintained when regular

evacuation flights were flown.

It was noted that the morale,

particularly that of the nurses, was adversely affect'd by periods
,

..

of inactivity.
.

.

155,

.

159,160

One factor which

Lot tor Hq 801st Hedies! Air Evacuation Sq.VLP.dron from tho
Commanding Officer to the Co:m.ianding Officer XIII Air Force
Service Com'.and, Sub
“Designation as Aircrew Mono or, 11
15 ITovember 1945, (Annex p, 505),
:

"Quarterly

156,

Report Ho 804th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
History of Medical Activities," 15 July 1944,

157,

Letter Hq ADVOM Fifth Air Force from the Deputy Air Force
Commander to the Commanding General 54th Troop Carrier Ming
Sub: "Employment of Air Evacuation Squadron," 37 October 1943,

158,

Report Air Surgeon, AAF to Commanding General AAF, Sub:
"Report on Special Mission," 23 November 1944,

159,

Report Hq. 804th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub: "QuarterlyHistorical Heport of Medical Activities," 31 December 1944,

160,

Report Hq 804-th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
"Quarterly History of Medical Activities," 17 July 1944,
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undoubtedly served to maintain morale was the eligibility of air
evacuation personnel for decorations and rest

loaves,

(Photo 282),

For a considerable period of time, nurses of the 801st MAES, Though

actually performing evacuation duties, were not permitted to wear
Flight llurses' Mings, as they had not completed the course at the
School of Air Evacuation,

151

Moreover, trough permission was

eventually obtained, their wings wore taken away from them upon
their return to the United States and they were not permitted to
wear them unless they took and passed the course at Bowman Field,

152

Authority was granted to is.ue Aircrew Members' wings to the surgical
technicians in the 801st MASS, but such personnel in the other

Air Evacuation Squadron were not permitted to wear these wings
even though they had been designated as members of the aircrew

and were part of the crews on the same missions as the crews
.

of troop carrier planes.
r>

•

J.OO

Fatigue among flying personnel of these units were rarely

encountered prior to the completion of 12 months duty in these
theaters.

It was felt by some personnel that the nurses were

apt to develop fatigue

tnat

sooner than the enlisted personnel, and

one possible

161.

P.eport Lt Col G-. F. Baier, 111, MC, to tlie Air Surgeon, AAF,
Sub: "Medical P.eport Of Thirteenth Air Force," 11 December 1943,

162,

Personal Letter from a former Plight ITurso to the Commanding
Officer 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, December 1943,

IS3,

Letter Hi 301 st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the
Commanding Officer to the Commanding Officer XIII Air Force
Service Command, Sub: "Designation as Air crew Members,"
15 ITovember 1943, (Annex p, 505),
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reason for this was the demand placed upon them for social
activities.

164x

All Ractors previously discussed on morale and

fatigue had a direct bearing on personnel of these squadrons.

However, it should be pointed out that in the majority of
instances air evacuation units were well-equipped with semipermanent installations.

Also they were based in areas which

were not far enough forward to feel the full effect of enemy
activities nor far enough back to encounter the boredom and

monotony so freiuently found in rear areas, (photos

234,285,286).

The designation of air evacuation personnel as aircrew members
resulted in certain advantages accuring to flying personnel of Air
Evacuation Squadrons,

One of these was the permission to enjoy

periodic rest leaves.

These leaves of nine days duration wore
The rest leave

granted approximately every three months.

facilities in Auckland, Hew Zealand and Sydney, Australia
wore available to these personnel.

(Photo 283),

On the other

hand this group of flying personnel were not given the consideration
for rotation granted aircrew personnel of troop carrier units

who
,

„

v/ere penorming

165,166,167
similar duties,
’

*

164.

Report Hq. 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
11 Quarterly Historical Report of Medical Activities," 1 April

165.

Report El 801 st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
11 Quarterly Historical Report of Medical Activities, 11 1 October

166.

Report Hi 804th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub: "Quarterly
Historical Report of Medical Activities," 1 October 1944.

167*

Memo from the Surgeon REAR to the Air Surgeon AAR, 25 March 1945.
(Annex p. 20.)*

1945.
1944*
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That such consideration was warranted can he seen from the fact
that four Flight Nurses and five surgical technicians were killed
while on operational flights and a number were seriously injured

in aircraft accidents and had to be evacuated, and several others
wore wounded by enemy action or injured in air

craft accidents.

The majority of Flight Surgeons and enlisted men served a large
portion of their total time overseas in the most forward areas.
Many Flight Surgeons, Flight Nurses and surgical technicians

accumulated as many as 1500 hours
period of duty in these theaters.

of flying during their

Few nurses were rotated

prior to the completion of 18 months.

No Flight Surgeon on duty

with air evacuation units was rotated to the United States prior
to the end of the war and several had completed over 30 months
of overseas duty,

A policy was announced by the War Department in 1943 whereby

nurses would be replaced after one year's duty in a theater of
operation or at any time when they showed clinical symptoms of

any type, due to excessive flying.

168

Though this directive

specifically set a limit of one year of overseas duty,
replacements for these nurses wore not available at the end
of this time and they were
from 15 to 20 months.

not rotated until they had served

Only the nurses of the 801st MAES were

rotated under

168,

Radiogram from the COMGESOPAC to the Commanding General
Thirteenth Air Force, 30 August 1943, (Annex p, 503,)
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this policy as it was rescinded in June 1944,

It was the opinion of

the Air Surgeon and all interested War Department Agencies including
the War Department General Staff, G-l, that provisions for the

rotation of Flight Surgeons, Flight Nurses and Surgical Technicians
assigned to Air

Evacuation Units were made

Circular No. 8, January 1945,
provided for the

169

in War Department

The substance of this circular

rotation of personnel who had experienced

hazardous or unusual duty overseas and who were not covered by
other special directives.

However, the theater interpreted

in a different manner and required 30 months

this circular

of continuous overseas duty before personnel were eligible for

rotation under its provisions.
by the Surgeon, FEAF,

An attempt was, therefore, made

to rotate Flight Nurses under the provisions

of the War Department Circular 372 9 November 1944, which provided
for the return to the Zone of Interior of personnel who could

be rehabilitated in the theater.

not

This procedure was not approved.

The return of Flight Nurses to the Zone of Interior when they
had reached their limit of effort was eventually
by authority to request replacements
theater
of

Quotas.

accomplished

over and above the over-all

When Flight Nurses were considered to be deserving

rotation, a request was made by their Commanding Officer to

the Surgeon,

United

FEAF, who in turn requested replacements from the

States,

Plans wore made in July

1945, to request additional

nurses in order that an average could

169,

Letter Hq AAF from the Commanding General AAF to the Commanding
General FEAF, Sub: ’’Rotation of Army Air Forces Flight Nurses,
Flight Surgeons and Surgical Technicians and Accompanying
Check Sheets from Hq FEAF,” Annex p, 503,
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he created.

170

Such a procedure would have prevented the delay which

occurred when it was necessary to await the arrival of replacements

after the request for rotation had ’been forwarded.
No provisions for the rotation of enlisted non of the
squadrons, either flying or ground forces, were made other than
the theater regulations

covering all personnel,,

The Commanding

Officers of Air Evacuation units were unable to return these
personnel to the United States under the provisions of War
Department Circular

372, November 1944, until the spring of 194-5,

Even this procedure was not entirely satisfactory as many of the
recommendations

for return under the provisions of this circular

were disapproved®

It was the recommendation of the Air Evacuation

Officer in the Office

of the Surgeon, FEAF, in July 1945, that

those technicians with short service

overseas, who showed evidence

of fatigue should bo taken off flying status or should get more
hours to their credit in order that they could bo rotated under

the provisions of Uar Department Circular 372, November 1944, 171
At no time were any of the Flight Surgeons of the Air Evacuation
Squadrons given any consideration for rotation to the United

States

other than that granted all medical officers existing theater policies.

170*

Personal Letter from the Air Evacuation Officer FEAF to the
Commanding Officer 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron.
Annex p, 509*

171,

Personal Letter fron the Air Evacuation Officer, FEAF to the
Commanding Officer 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron.
Annex p. 509»
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All efforts to obtain a special rotation policy or to rotate then
under the provisions of either Circular

372, November 1944, or

172,173,174,175
T
Circular 80 January
1945, were disapproved.
,

’

Eq.ui-pr.ient;

’

The equipment of air evacuation planes and that

used by air evacuation personnel in the evacuation of patients

has already been discussed.

Aside from these conditions the

equipment authorized Air Evacuation Squadrons was satisfactory,
with few exceptions.

Though designed for airborne movement

these units did not lend themselves to this procedure and in
only one instance was it carried out®

A number of recommendations

for additional equipment were made during the course of the war

in these theaters.

The majority of these recommendations

represented the personal preference of individuals to meet

conditions that existed at a particular time.

There were,

however, certain items, unauthorized in the Table of Equipment,
which were universally desired by those units, Several small
generators wore required to provide power for the camp area and

the operations building on the strip.

176

Insufficient tools

were provided to construct adequate camp

172.

Letter Hi FFA, From the Commanding General AAF to the
Commanding General FEAF, Sub
’’Rotation of Amy Air Force
Plight Nurses, Flight Surgeons and Surgical Technicians and
Accompanying Chock Sheets from HI FEAF,” Annex page 506®
:

AAF, 25 March 1945®

173.

Mono from the Surgeon FEAF to the Air Surgeon

174.

Report Hi 701 st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub;
’’Quarterly Historical Report of Medical Activities,”
1 April 1945®

175.

Personal Letter from the Air Evacuation Officer FEAF to the
Commanding Officer 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron.

p. 20.

Annex p, 509,

176.

Report Hi AAF from Col G®E. Lcdfors, MC to the Air Surgeon AAF, Sub
’’Report of Trip to SNPA with Reference to Medical Supplies,”l6 Sept
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sites and only seven pryanidal tents wore provided to house 6

officers, 25 nurses, and 62 enlisted

mien.

177

The only

vehicles authorized these units wore nine Jeeps,
that a weapons’ carrier and a
use than some of the Jeeps,

l|»*ton

It was felt

truck would have been more

In addition at least one

ambulance found to be necessary.

I*7 8

Certain change in the

clothing supplies for Flight Fursos were recommended, particularly

that issued for use while evacuating patients.

The majority

of nurses obtained the regulation Air Force coverall for this

purpose.

This item was, however, designed for men rather than

women and as a result of ill-fitting and not entirely suitable,

(Photos 287 and

288,),^^

177.

Report Hq 801st Medical Air Evacuation Squadron from the
Commanding Officer to the Surgeon Thirteenth Air Force,
Sub: "Report of Activities," 26 September 19-_3, Annex p, 483,

178*

Report Hq 820 th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron, Sub:
"Quarterly Medical History of Squadron Activities," 31

March 1945,
179,

Report Hq AAF from Col G. S. Ledfors, KC, to the Air
"Report of Trip to SVJPA with Reference
Surgeon AAE, Sub;
to Medical Supplies," 16 September 1944$

CHAPTER XV
FUTRITION
The food supplied Air Force troops in these theaters was
undoubtedly one of the most important factors affecting morale.
In addition, it was an extremely important factor in the

maintenance of the operational efficiency of Air Force units.

In discussing nutrition, the most important aspects of the
problem to be kept in mind is the complete adequacy of the food
that actually reached the stomach of on individual.'

1
’

An

exemplary diet can be planned on paper but if it is not eaten, it
is of no more nutritive value
was planned on.

to the individual than the paper it

On the whole the diet is planned for troops in

these theaters was adequate throughout the

war.

That the nutritive

value of the food actually ingested was not sufficient in many

instances, will be pointed out in the ensuing discussion
as the reasons

as well

for this unsatisfactory situation.

A discussion of the various typos of rations issued to
Air Force troops in these theaters is not presented in this report.
This chapter will deal with the general overall trends in the rations
issued during the war and their adequacy in maintaining the
nutritional

1.

Report 2d and 3d Operations Analysis Section, FEAF, Sub:
’’Health,” 26 February 1945,
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■balance of the individual*

The Air Force has no control over the

ration supplied Air Force troops, except for the occasional supply
of fresh food by '‘Fat-Cat" pianos*

Air Force rations were

obtained from USASOS Quartermaster Supply Depots

.'

and distributed

by the quartermaster sections of Air Force Air Service Croups*
One factor which had a pronounced effect on the acceptability
of the ration was that a large portion of the ration was made up
of Australian goods*

source

wa,s

The proportion of foods obtained from this

considerably reduced during the latter part of the war

when more shipping became available to these theaters.

On the

whole the food obtained from Australia was much poorer quality
and less acceptable to Air Force troops than that obtained from

the United States,

(Photo 292),°

As a result of the lack of sufficient refrigerator ships, the
Army was unable to supply troops in these theaters with any
appreciable

quantity of fresh food.

This was particularly true

during the early days of the war and less so during the last

six months of hostilities.

Local sources of fresh food such as

gardens and the largo number of fish that were usually procurable

nearby, wore rarely used,

(Photo 291),

In the few instances

where they were used, they proved to be an extremely satisfactory
method of improving the diet.

It was noted on many occasions

that the periodic issue of fresh food greatly increased

2,

Report Eq Office of the Quartermaster General, Washington, D.C,,
Research and Development Branch, Planning Division, by Lt Col
D, H, Dill, QMC, Sub:
"Report on Observation in the Southwest
December 1944, Part
Pacific and Pacific Ocean Areas, October
VII, Field Ration "3".
-
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the acceptability of foods that were ordinarily refused.

2a

ml

The

narked contrast between the quantity of the food issued to Army
units and that issued Navy units was particulary noticeable.
Frequent issues of highly acceptable rations such as canned

neats and chicken and fresh neats and vegetables were connon

occurrences in the Navy nesses.

Those nesses were also well

supplied with refrigerators, ice machines, and ice crean machines.
There is no question that the Navy ration was far superior to
that issued by the Amy and consequently of much greater
nutritive

value,^

INCIDENCE AND EFFECT OF AN INADEQUATE DIET ON A IP. OPERATIONS:
Concrete clinical evidence of an inadequate diet was rarely
available.

Cases of nutritional deficiency were rarely severe

enough to be hospitalized*

However, the loss of efficiency among

individuals suffering from such conditions was great,

4x 5
*

Individuals proven to bo in a poor nutritional state by laboratory
analysis when compared with individuals in a good nutritional

state, were shown to

have a greater incidence of:

2a,

Report Hq Thirteenth Air Force from the demanding General
to The Commanding General REAP, Sub; "Nutrition Report,”
23 December 1944* Annex p* 561.

3*

Report Air

40

Report Hq. ADVON Fifth Air Force Surgeon, Advanced Echelon,
Fifth Air Force to Surgeon, USASOS, Sub; "Report of Activities,
Advance Echelon, Fifth Air Force, December 31, 1942." Annex p. 28,

5*

Report Hq. ADVON, Fifth Air Force by the Nutrition Officer to
the Surgeons All Units, Sub;
"Ration as a Nutritional Problem
to Air Force Surgeons," 6 October 1943, Annex p, 546,

Surgeon, AAF, to Demanding General, AAF, Sub:
"Report on Special Mission," 23 November 194-4*
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(1) Hospitalization and sick call attendance in the
previous six months.

(2) Acute respiratory infections in the previous six
months (six times as many per nan)
($)

Acute diarrheas in the previous six months (10
times as many per man)

(4-) Complaints of headache, insomnia and feeling of
faintness on arising,

(5) Numbness and tingling sensations
(6) Poor morale
(?)

Increased fatigability

(0) Poor appetites
(9) Other

more technical conditions which impair

efficiency,^

Many instances occurred of failure

to regain the weight

normally lost by personnel entering the tropics.

This weight

loss was often excessive, frequently as great as 50 pounds.

An

adequate dietary intake would not have resulted in such large

reduction in weight©

In 1942 clinical scurvy, beri-bari, pellagra,

and other nutritional diseases were noted among Air Porco troops
n

in New

Guinea.

q

�

Throughout the war, The Dental Office made

frequent comments on the high incidences of scorbutic
g
(Photo 289).
gum conditions.

(Scurvy)

6C

Report Hq 26th Hospital Center from the Nurtition Officer to
the Commanding Officer, Sub! "Chemical Determination of
Nutritional State of Pull Duty Troops," 20 October 1945.
Annex p. 536»

7.

Report Air Surgeon, AAP
on Special

to Commanding General, AAP, Sub: "Report
25
December
Mission,"
1944. (Annex p. 531),

8.

Report Hq. Pifth Air Porco from the Commanding General to the
Commanding General USASOS, Sub; "Information on Adequacy and
Acceptability of the Ration," 24 February 1943. Annex p. 531,

9.

Report Hq ADVON Pifth Air Porco, Surgeon, Advanced Echelon, Pifth
Air Force to Surgeon, USASOS, Sub: "Report of Activities, Advance
Echelon, Pifth Air Force, December 31, 1942® n
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Evidence of deficiencies in the diet as it was issued is more
available than dietary deficiencies among personnel.

Unit Surgeons

throughout the war in these theaters made frequent comments in
monthly sanitary reports on the inadequacy of the diet served in

After the middle of 194-1 theater directives re-

their

quired that such comments had to be backed up by statitical

evidence.

Most unit Flight Surgeons did not have the necessary

training or facilities to do this and the quantity of adverse

criticism was reduced

Another factor which

undoubtedly was responsible for the fewer complaints concerning
the diet was the gradual improvement of the ration toward the end
of the

war.

During the early days of the war no Nutrition officers wore
assigned to the Air Forces o

Certain Medical Officers in the

Headquarters Section of the Fifth Air Force were designated as

Nutrition Officers.

Nutrition Officers were assigned to major

Air Force commands during the middle of 1943 and after that date
many of the reports rendered by those officers contained frequent

statistical evidence of deficiencies in the diet as

10.

Letter Hq Fifth Air Force from the Nutrition Officer to the
Food and Nutrition Officers, Sub
"Complaints Noted in Sanitary reports Concerning Food and Nutrition," 18 June 1943.
:

11,

Letter Hq FEAF from CO, FEAF to the Adjutant General, Sub:
"Essential Technical Medical Data from Overseas Air Force,"
1 March 1945, Ist Ind, (Annex p, 36),
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issued at the

,
,
.
12.13,14,15*16 In considerin''
Quartermaster Depot,
t\

»

»

>

»

these facts it should be remembered that the criticisms were based on the
food that was planned to be issued at the Quartermaster Depots,

(photo 292),

The value of the food actually accepted by the

Mess Sergeants at the depot and prepared and oaten in the unit,
progressively lower in each instance.

v/as

It can bo seen from

the reports of the Nutrition Officers that the diet issued was

consistently below National Research Council standards in many

essential nutrients.
Vitamins

Bg, and

This was particularly true of calcium,
and

riboflavin.^ a

*

12,

Statistics from the files of the Nutrition Officer, Fifth Air
Force* Annex p, 538,

13,

Ist Indorsement Hq Fifth Air Force to Letter Hq AAF from -chc
Command!nr: General AAF to the Com'landing General Fifth Air Force,
Sub: ’’Nutritional Adequacy of Diet," 19 February 1944, Annex
p, 552©
Hq Thirteenth Air Force from the Commanding General to
the Commanding General USASOS, Sub; ’’Class I and II Supply
Difficulties,” 16 December 1944, Annex p, 553©

14« letter

15©

Report Hq Thirteenth Air Force From the Commanding General to
the Commanding General FEAF, Sub: "Supplementary Nutrition
Report, 23 November 1944," Annex page 556.

16,

Report Hq Thirteenth Air Force from the Commanding General
the Commanding General FEAF, Sub:
"Nutrition Report," 23
December 1944, Annex p, 560,

16a,

"Minutes of Conference called to Review Present Ration Scale,"
25 October 1943,

to

16b, Report Hq FEAF from the Commanding General to the Commanding
General USAFFE, Sub; Essential Technical Data," 1 March 1945,

16c, Report Hq Fifth Air Force from the Commanding General Fifth
Air Force to the Commanding General FEAF, Sub: "Consolidated
Nutrition Reports," 22 April 1945,
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Flying personnel were authorized extra rations such as fruit
juices and powdered milk which were not usually available to
other troops.

In order to insure that these rations were used

exclusively by flying personnel it would have been necessary to
operate a separate ness for this group,.

Also the issuing of better

foods to a special group of individuals resulted in considerable
discontent and lowering of morale among other members of the unit.
As a

result, the extra rations were usually divided among all

members of the unit.

It was felt by Medical Officers in the

Air Forces that a nutritionally adequate diet was as important
for ground personnel as it was for flying personnel.

Ground

personnel responsible for the maintenance of planes were
required

to remain in these theaters for considerable periods,

during which time the effects of a nutritionally inadequate

diet became progressively more evident.

.

Flying personnel on

the other hand wore rotated in a relatively short period of
time and clinical evidence of nutritional deficiencies were
rarely apt to appear before their return to the United States.
Another factor beside the issuance of extra rations which
improved the diet of Air Force units, particularly flying units,
was the use of the so-called "Fat-Cat” airplane.

Planes no

longer suitable for combat use were employed by these units in
flying to Australia where fresh moat, vegetables and fruit, and
even

milk, were obtained with squadron funds.

This procedure

proved to be very satisfactory and greatly improved the quality
of the diet served in these

83

units 9 (Photo

290),

However, at many "bases after June 1944,

units using this method of supply wore required to turn over a
large proportion, usually three-quarters, of the plane-load of
perishables to the local quartermaster for distribution among
all units at the base*

The remainder was not of sufficient

quantity and the distances involved were too groat to

warrant

continuing this procedure and it was abandoned in late 1944,
FACTQHS

GOT'SHI'/S THE ACCEPTABILITY OP RATIONS BY AIH FORCE TROOPS

All interested personnel was concerned about the nutritional

issued©

inadequacies of the ration as

Even more concern was

expressed over the fact that the balance of the food actually
ingested by the individual was even

lower.

The reason for this

situation lay in the fact that a groat deal of the food served

in nesses was refused by Air Force personnel©

Frequent attempts

were made to impress troops with the importance of eating a
balanced diet, yet it was evident that the average individual
would not follow such advice when he did not care for the food
that was served.

The manner in which the food was prepared and

served, the variety of the diet, and the distaste for individual
«

items of the

ration,

were the most important factors

in the

acceptability of the food served to Air Force troops©
Preparation

of Heals:

The preparation of palatable meals

was seriously hampered by the presence of many Inadequately
trained mess

xoersonnel, both commissioned and

:

enlisted,

17 18 19
*

*

In addition there was a marked lack of interest

and initiative on the part of the majority of personnel assigned
to mess duties,

(Photos 293 and 294),

Though the Commanding

Officers were responsible for the running of the ness, they often
failed to assign individuals to this duty who were capable of
handling this important position.

Those officers designated

as Mess Officers were frequently assigned to this position because

they wore not capable of performing other duties.

Disrated

flying personnel were frequently assigned the duty of Mess
As a rule those officers had little interest in their

Officer,

duties and gave evidence of dislike of their work by half-hearted

supervision of the personnel under

them.

Enlisted mess personnel

were often received who had been inadequately trained and who
lost most of their interest and initiative in preparing
appetizing meals during their long tours of overseas duty.
As a result unappetizing meals were prepared with a lack
of variety in the recipoo

mannero

17,

19a
"

used, and served in

an unappealing

When forced to eat such meals in the open rather than

Air Evaluation Board, SFTA, Report on Luzon Campaign, Medical
Section,

18,

Report Hi Riftli Air Force from the Commanding General to the
n lnformation on Adequacy
Commanding General, USASOS, Sub:
and Acceptability of the Ration," 24 February 1943, Annex p, 531,

19,

Letter Hq Fifth Air Force from the Surgeon to the Commanding
General Fifth Air Force, Sub: "Recommended Provisional Table
of Organization for Moss Management Teams," 20 August 1943.
Annex p, 544,

19a, Report Hq Thirteenth Air Force from the Nutrition Officer to
the Commanding General FEAF, Sub: "nutrition Report,"
6 October 1944, Annex p* 553,
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from a table in a mess hall, there is little reason to wonder why
appetites were often so poor*

(Photo 295)*

It was not at all

unusual to see personnel eating pilfered K-rations or PX candies
in preference to the food served in the mess

Lack of Variety:

hallo

20

Frequently there was a marked lack of

variety in the items of the ration issued by the

Quartermaster.

This apparently was due to the forced issue of certain items
which were either overstocked cr in danger of deteriorating*

(Photos 296 and 297)<»

Almost any type of food was eaten by

personnel occasionally, but even the most palatable types of

food, palled and became unacceptable when served with monotonous
regularity day after day*

21 ?2 23 24
*

*

This factor was felt to be

responsible for the low Vitamin C levels so frequently noted, as

lemon powder was the only source of Vitamin C and it was served
daily, in some instances by directive*

No other beverage fortified

with Cevitamic acid wa,s available in those theaters until

20*

Letter Kq PEAF fron CO, FEAF to the Adjutant General, Sub:
'•Essential Technical Medical Data fron Overseas Air Force,"
1 March 1945, Ist Ind, Annex page 36*

21 c

Report Hq Fifth Air Force fron the Commanding General to the
Commanding General USASOS, Suh: "Information on Adequacy and
,24 February 1943* Annox p 0 531 0
Acceptability of the

22.

Report Hq ADYOU, Fifth Air Force by the nutrition Officer to
the Surgeons all Units, Sub! "Ration as a nutritional Problem

to Air Force Surgeons," 6 October 1943*

Annex

p©

546*

23*

Report Hq Thirteenth Air Force fron the Commanding General
to the Commanding General FSAP, Sub: "Supplementary nutrition
Report, 23 November 1944*" Annex p. 556*

24*

Report Kq Thirteenth Air Force from the Commanding General

to the Commanding General FEAF, Sub! "Nutrition Report,"
23 December 1944* Annex p* 560*

the end of the war*

In many instances shortages of staple items

such as bread, coffee, sugar, and flour

existed*^*^*

result, the lack of variety in the ration

00

As a

was even more pronounced

when undesirable substitutes for these staple items had to be
served©
The Acceptability of Certain Items of the Ration:

A number

of items frequently supplied in the routine ration issued

to

Air Force troops were types of food that were disliked by the
majority of personnel*

Such foods were only partially consumed

even when rarely served*

(photo 298),

Experience in those theaters

demonstrated the acceptability or non-acceptability of the following

Most Acceptable

Least Acceptable

Bruits

Wax-like Tropical Butter

(Issued During the

Bread

Chicken

and Turkey

Coffee
Beef and Gravy
Pork and Gravy
Canned Corn
Juices
Spaghetti and Meatballs
Beans

Hotcakes
Cereal
Vegetables

Soup

Milk (Evaporated and

Dehydrated)

Vienna Sausage
Cheese

Early part of the

29

War)

Spinach
Lenon Beverage

Lunch Meat (Span)
Beet Tops
Dehydrated Poods
Corned-Beef Hash
Salmon
Chili
Meat and Vegetable hash
Meat and Vegetable Stew
Dehydrated Eggs
Carrots
Dehydrated Potatoes
Bully-Beef

Bacon

Pork Sausage
All Fresh Items

25#

Report HI Thirteenth Mr Force from the nutrition Officer to the
"nutrition Report," 6 October 1944*
Commanding General FBAF, Sub:

26,

Report Hq Thirteenth Air Force from the Commanding General to
the Commanding General FEAF, Sub: "Supplementary nutrition
Report, 23 November 1944*" Annex p 0 55S*

(Other Footnotes Continued on Next Page),
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At one base in January 1944 during a survey of a unit chosen
at random, it was found that such undesirable items comprised

approximately 75 per cent of the meat component of the rations.
Approximately 55 to 60 per cent of the issue was refused at the
depot by the Mess Sergeant because the mess was already over-stocked
with these items as a result of their unacceptability.

It was

further found that at least 50 per cent of that served in the
mess hall was not accepted by the troops.
per cent of those unacceptable

30

Thus only 15

items, which it

was planned

31
would be issued, was actually consumed by the troops, (Photo 298),

27,

(Continued from Preceding Page)* Report Hq Thirteenth Air
Force fron the Nutrition Officer to the Commanding General
FFjAF, Sub:
"Nutrition Report," 6 October 1944* Annex P. 558,

28,

(Continued from Preceding Page), Report Hq Thirteenth Air
Force from the Commanding General to the Commanding General
FRAP, Sub: "Nutrition Report," 23 December 1944, Annex p, 560,

29,

(Continued from Preceding Page), Report Hq Office of the
Quartermaster General, Washington, D. Co, Research and
Development Branch, Planning Division, By Lt Col D,3, Dill,
QHC, Sub: "Report on Observations in the Southwest Pacific
and Pacific Ocean Areas, October
December 1944," Part VII,
-

Field Ration "B",

30,

Report Hq Thirteenth Air Force from the Nutrition Officer
to the Commanding General FEAP, Sub:
"Nutrition Report,"
6 February 1945,
*

31,

Report Hq Thirteenth Air Force from the Commanding General
to the Commanding General FEAP, Sub: "Nutrition Report,"
23 December 1944, Annex p, 560,
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METHODS USED TO IMPROVE THE DIET AS SERVED:

In asmuch as the Air Forces had no control over the source
or issue of the

ration, attemptswero made by them to improve the

palatabiiity of the diet as it was served to personnel.

Concentrated

vitamins were requisitioned in an attempt to make up any existing

deflciencieSo
,

.

.

32,33,34,35,36
'

x
n
were notx always
These vitamins
.

.

available for issue and in some instances requisitions for
them were disapproved

because,

as it was

stated, the diet

as planned for issue contained adequate quantities of all

Nutrition Officers :

nutrients.

During the latter part of 1943 cognizance of

the above unsatisfactory mess situation resulted in the designation
of Nutrition Officers in the Fifth Air Force who were to"

,

,

,

,

\fork in close liaison with unit messes and local Quartermaster,"

They were

,

,

,

provided for key positions in the Fifth Air

Force and also larger separate units to function as a member

32,

Report Hq Fifth Air Force from the Commanding General to the
Demanding General TJSASOS, Sul: 11 Information on Adequacy and
Acceptability of the Ration, 11 24 February 1943, Annex p, 534,

33*

Extract from the Inspector General’s Report to the Chief Flight
Surgeon Fifth Air Force, 12 March 1943, Annex p, 540,

34,

Letter Hq ADVON Fifth Air Force from the Deputy Gomander
to the Demanding General Fifth Air Force, Sub:
’’Polyvitamins ," 51 March 1944, Annex p» 550,

35,

Ist Indorsement Hq Fifth Air Force to Letter Hq AAF from
the Commanding General AAF to the Commanding General Fifth
Air Force, Sub: "Nutritional Adequacy of Diet," 19 February
1944, Annex p, 552,

36,

Report Hq Thirteenth Air Force from the Commanding General to
the Commanding General FEAF, Sub: "Supplementary Nutrition
Report, 23 November 1944," Annex p, 556,
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of the command or unit surgeon's staff,A few trained Nutrition

Officers were assigned to this Air Force at this tine but the
majority were drawn from among the Medical Officers assigned to
the Air

Force.

Theater directives later required the assignment

of Nutrition Officers

given no other duties which might
assignment.

38

to all major

They were to be

interfere with their primary

In spite of the fact that these officers proved

to be key factors in this Important work, no position vacancies
39
were created for them in any tables of Organization,

In the Thirteenth Air Force efforts were made in November 1943
to obtain five Nutrition Officers and thirteen enlisted assistants

to insure proper mess inspection, supervision and management.
Required qualifications and the desired assignments of this

personnel

v/ere

outlined at this time,

No action was taken

on this request and the Thirteenth Air Force remained without

Nutrition Officers until its assignment to the Far East Air Forces

37,

Fifth Air Force Regulation 25-29, Sub: "Nutrition Officers,"
13 January

1944.
"Nutrition Officers," 6 July 1944,

38,

FEAF Regulation 25-29, Sub
Annex p, 563,

39,

Letter Hq Thirteenth Air Force from CO, Thirteenth Air Force
to CO, FEAF, Sub: "Request for allotment of Orades," 24
February 1945 and Associated check Sheets in Files of FEAF,
Annex page 63.

40,

Letter Hq Thirteenth Air Force from GO, Thirteenth Air Force
to CO, AAF, Sub: "Nutrition Officers, 14 November 1945,
Annex p, 63.

:
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in June 1944*

At that tine one of the Nutrition Officers of the

Fifth Air Force

v/as

reassigned to the Thirteenth Air Force*

The nutrition Officers played an important role in

improving the food served in Air Force unit
was

messes*

It

felt, however, that even greater benefits would have been

achieved had they been given recognition for their services by
the authorization of adequate positions on existing Table of
Organization,

Training and Supervision of Mess Personnel:

In an effort to

Improve the preparation and serving of food in Air Force units,
it was recommended by the Surgeon, Fifth Air

Force, in August

1943, that a number of mess management teams be authorized
and assigned to each of the commands,,
was not approved and the project

v/as

An

This recommendation

abandoned.

However, a

Field Cooking and Baking School, requiring fewer personnel,
v/as

41*

42*

established in November 1943,

x
42 43
*

A practical refresher

Letter Hq Fifth Air Force from the Surgeon to the Commanding
General Fifth Air Force, Sub: "Hecomended Provisional Table
of Organisation for Mess Management Teams," 20 August 1943.
Annex p, 544,
Memo 140 Advance Echelon, Fifth Air Force,

19 November 1943,

Annex p, 67,

43*

Heport Hq. Fifth Air Force by the nutrition Officer, F* I*
Mackintosh, Capt
SnG, Sub: Fielf Cooks and Bakers School,"
,

Annex

p*

570*
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course of ten days duration was given to 15 cooks and bakers
at a time.

Personnel wore ordered to attend this school on

the recommendation of the unit Commanders and the Area Nutrition
Officers,

The school was centrally located and semi-

permanent in character.

Special emphasis was placed on; the

proper preparation of items frequently issued in the
ration such as dehydrated foods; variety in the recipes used;
and methods of baking.

At no time was any table of Organization

and Equipment authorized for this unit an as a result its
efficient operation was seriously threatened.

For this reason

and because of a lack of interest on the part of higher commands,
the school ceased operating in early 1945 despite the fact
that it had proved to be an excellent method of increasing the
acceptability of the food served to Air JJorce troops.

44

In the Thirteenth Air Force, during late 1943 and early

1944,

mexx personnel were sent to a cooking school which v/as operated

by the Service of Supply,

Following the assignment of this Air

Force to the Far East Air Forces, no such training

v/as

available.

An attempt was made to establish a Field Cooking and Baking
However, because of the lack of

School in October

personnel and the absence of any authorization for them,
this project v/as

44,

abandoned.

In April 1945 a Food Services

Air Evaluation Board, SWPA, Report on Luzon

Campaign, Medical

Section,

45,

Memo Hq Thirteenth Air
G-eneral Thirteenth Air
School Similar to that
6 October 1944, Annex

Force

from the Surgeon to the Commanding
Force, Sub: "Field Cooking and Baking
of the Fifth Air Force,"
p, 562,
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Program was established and charged with the supervision of
mess management and mess training.

AA
u

menus,

_

The Pood Service Supervisor

was first assigned to the Office of the

Quartermaster of the

XIII Air Force Service Command hut was later reassigned to the
Office of the Quartermaster, Thirteenth Air Force.

This Officer

worked in close conjunction with the Air Force nutrition Officer.
Under this program, commanders of groups, battalions and separate
units were directed to appoint a Food Service Officer

(Primary Duty)
the

and a Food Service Mess Sergeant.

above, Commanding Officers

(MOS 4110)

In addition to

were directed to appoint a Menu

Planning Board to aid the Food Service Officer in the preparation

of menus.
the

This board was to consist of the Pood Service Officer,

Quartermaster,

a representative of the organisation Surgeon,

a representative of each subordinate

Mess Sergeant.

units, and the Food Service

When possible the Food Service Officer was to

submit proposed menus to the Menu Planning Board for consideration

prior to each ration

issue.

The Quartermaster, Thirteenth Air

Force, recommended that this program be further augmented by
the addition of three more officers and three cooking teams of
two men each, who were to be assigned to the Air Force

Quartermaster, Section.

The functions of these teams woro'.to. have

been as follows:

46.

Thirteenth Air Force Regulation 133-6 Sub
Program," 27 April 1945. Annex p. 564.

:

"Pood Service

93

"From past experiences the Air Force is divided into not
more than three major locations,,

These three teams could he

placed on temporary duty with the various commands and cover
all units at

the particular locations.

he to consult with local

Their functions would

commanders, food service officer,

surgeons and Quartermasters, help to organize

refresher training

programs for mess personnel and give on-the-job instruction
to hakers and cooks*

They would act in advisory capacity

only and ho especially alei't for new ideas, recipes and
improvements to pass on to other messes*

Pre-flight, in-flight

and post-flight meals for comhat crews xvill he given special
attention where applicable*

Menu planning and supervision and

elimination of wastage, especially as pertains to fresh meats
and other perishables, will he another important function of
these food service officers and teams* 11
•*o

x

However, because of

n the lack of authorization by higher headquarters and

provisions for personnel required for

such

function," the

entire program was rather limited,

MESS FACILITIES AFP EQ.UIPMEITT:
As in other activities in these theaters, the necessity for
constant initiative and improvisation in the operation of a ness
was apparent#

47,

(Photos

293 a and

294),

In many instances

l
Quartermaster, Thirteenth Air Force to Medical
Officer, Air Evaluation Board, 2 August 1945, Annex P, 65,

Memo

94

interested personnel greatly improved the menus served to Air
Force troops by such means.

However, there

were certain

shortcomings in the equipment authorized the Air Force units for

use in the preparation of food.

The following statements made

by an Inspecting officer from the Office of the Quartermaster

General, Washington, D, C,, suns up the most important items:
"The outstanding impressions made upon the observer in
tropical theaters when ho visits company kitchens and interviews
mess sergeants are;
The rusty state of kitchen utensils;
and the dissatisfaction with iron pots and roasting pons; the
dissatisfaction with the fire unit of the field range; the
strong desire for company baking equipment and components; the
urgent need for refrigeration.

n The American Soldier is ‘brilliant at improvisation

But when it cones to improvising a refrigeration unit, he is
baffled,

Give him company "baking equipment and “baking components

and a refrigeration unit", and the soldier’s lot will he rendered
far more tolerable,

We at hone forget that the number of nan-days

in combat is very small in comparison with the number of nan-days
of boredom,

I'^ 1

'^

Other recommendations included the substitution of trays
as kitchen equipment for the present mess gear and the addition
of certain items of equipment such as table can openers, muffin

48*

Report on Observations in the Southwest Pa.cific and Pacific
Ocean Areas, Octobcr-Deccmber 1941, by Lt Col D,B. Dill,
QMC, Part IV, Kitchen Equipment, Annex p, 568,

95
and pie tins, nixing bowls, flour sifter, Tanking pans, and boilers.
SPECIAL MILLS FOR AIPCPPh

PPRSOhIyPL:

With the exception of pre-flight and in-flight meals, it was
the concensus of Air Porce Medical Officers in these theaters
that there was nothing peculiar to the duties of aircrew
personnel which necessitated the issue of special diets to
this group, provided the regular diet contained adequate
(quantities

of all essential nutrients.

She only exception to

this statement was the necessity for guaranteeing that aircrew
personnel employed in after-dark activities were supplied with
sufficient Vitamin A to insure optimum night vision.
She main consideration in preparing

Pre-Plight Meals;

pro-flight meals is the elimination of gas-forming foods,
Gaseous dietention is of particular importance in high altitude

missions.

She altitudes at which missions were usually flown

in these theaters were not of sufficient magnitude to cause

concern in this respect and little attention was directed in
preparing non-gas-forming pre-flight meals.

She main

concern of personnel was provided with an adequate palatable
meal prior to a mission.

In-Plight Meals

!

She main consideration to hear in mind

in the preparation of in-flight meals is the provision of a

palatable meal containing sufficient carbohydrates to prevent
the onset of symptoms attributable to a low blood sugar.

Shore

Hypogylcermia reactions are evidenced by headaches, visual

disturbances, mental confusion, occasional irrational acts,
and other symptoms not conductive to the efficient operation of

96

aircraft.

Blood sugar is more rapidly burned up during periods of

emotional tension and long combat missions provided an excellent
basis for the development of those symptoms,

49 50
"

*

During the early days of the war the Rod Cross provided

Flight kits to combat personnel going on missions,

(photo 300),

These kits wore composed primarily of various types of candy,

cookies, and fruit juices.

The majority of Aircrew personnel

preferred this type of meal, supplemented with a palatable

sandwich, to

On short missions of only

a full course dinner.

four to six hours duration, most individuals did not care to
bother with in-flight feeding.
During the last year and one-half of the

war, when long-range

missions were frequently flown by all typos of aircraft, the
problem of in-flight feeding became more pressing.

Also at this

time the Red Cross no longer provided the light kit.

Meals

wrapped in paper bags were found to be unpalatable as they
rapidly dried out during the flight.

Rubberized silk

containers, which prevent this, imparted
to the contents.

an unpleasant flavor

Various other containers such as sealed cans

were tried with varying success.

The in-flight meal device!

by the AAF and made available late in the war did not.prove

to be as acceptable to combat crows in these theaters.

51

49.

Report Hq Thirteenth Fighter Command from the Surgeon to the
11 The Medical
Commanding General Thirteenth Air Force, Sub:
Aspects of Extended Fighter Missions, Enclosure to letter
Eq Thirteenth Fighter Command from Commanding General
Thirteenth Fighter Command to the Commanding General Thirteenth
Air Force, Sub: "Tactics and techniques of Long Range
Fighter Escort,"
10 November 1944, Annex p, 156*

50,

Report Hq Advanced Echelon 2d Central Medical Establishment
from the Chief of the Research Section to the Commanding
General, Thirteenth Air Force, Sub: "Investigation of the
Prevention of Fatigue Among Fighter Pilots Engaged in Long
Range Missions," 18 December 1944, Annex p, 152,
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theaters.

51

In almost all

more preferable.

52

cases, 10-in-1 rations

to be

However, because of the completeness of

this ration, many items wore not consumed and considerable
waste resulted.

The food cabinets designed by the AAF to make

possible the provision of hot meals while in flight, did not arrive

to these theaters in more than sample quantities prior to the
end of the war.

A feature which prevented combat crews from

going hungrey on

return from missions was the serving of

coffee and doughnuts by the Rod Cross,

(Photo 302),

War Critique Study, Hq XIII Air Force Service
Command, Vol. I, 194-5, Annex p, 117.

51.

Report:

52.

Letter Ha. Thirteenth Air Force from CC-, Thirteenth Air
14 November 1945.
Force to CO, AAF, Sub: "Nutrition Officers,"
Annex p. 63,
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PEPSOITS COUSULTFD
F-M3

PAFIC

POSIT 101? HELD

Grant, D, il,

Mrg Gen

The Air Surgeon, AAP

Carter, F,
Demit, G. 3,
Maxwell, 3*

Brig Gen
Brig Gen
Brig Gen

CG,, sth Troop Carrier Wing
Surgeon, USAPPS, and USAS OS
Surgeon, USA? I SPA, Surgeon

McCoy, G,

Brig Gen

OG., XIII APSC

Ammons,.P, E,
Branlett, C. G,

Col
Col

Cave, 3. P,
Eppingor, 3,

Col
Col
Col

Surgeon, YAPSC and P3ASC
Personnel Officer, Officer of
the Surgeon, USASf)3
C,O,
105th General Hospital

Prese, ‘A, J,, Jr.
Gould, 11. G.
Hazen, Jr,
Jenkins, P. T.

Col
Col
Col
Col

Jensen, U,
Lodfors, G.
M, J., Jr,
Oughterson, A.

Col
Col
Col
Col

Porter, P.
Plieris, U,

Col
Col

A-l, PEAP
Quartermaster, Thirteenth

Col

Air Porce,
C, 0., 403rd Troop Carrier
Group

Okinawa

Diets

Musser,

E,

H, J.

Sands,

Simpson, P. X,

Summers, D, H,

Col
Col

Trirfble, E.

Col

Ward,

Col

J,

Wilson, 3,
Younts, P,

J,

the Surgeon, USASOS
Surgeon, Thirteenth Air Porce
Surgeon, Thirteenth Air Porce
Surgeon, Sixth Army
Asst, Surgeon, Fifth Air
Porce and Asst*
Surgeon, APPOA
Surgeon, PEAXC
C,O,
155th Medic. 1 Group
Surgical Consultant, Office
of the Surgeon, APPAC
,

Col
Col

Beavers, A, J,
Ber nr enter, H,

,

Quartermaster, PDA?
Medical Consultant, Office of

Lt Col
G,

Lt Col

Surgeon, PEAP
Surgeon, Fifth Air Porce and
Asst. Surg eon, PEAT
Surgic;,.! Consultant, Office oi
The Surgeon, USASOS
Surgeon, Guadalcanal Base
Command
Surgeon, Fifth Air Porce
A-l, Thirteenth Air Porce
Surgeon, ADVOF Fifth Air Porce
and Sur -eon, Plfth Air Porce
Operations Analysis Section,
Pifth Air Porce and PMAP
President, Central Medical

Blades,

J,

Lt

Blount,

P, H,

Lt Col

Surgeon, 54th Troop Carrier

Lt Col

Surgeon, sth Air Porce Bomber
Command

Col

Board, PPuJ 1
Wing

Carp, A. A,
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ITAx-IS

R/ATX

POSIT I PIT HELD

Ching, S,

Lt Col

Personnel Officer, Office of
the Surgeon, PEAP
Surgeon, SWPA Branch of
Pacific Division, ATC
Statistical Officer, Office
of the Surgeon PEAP
Surgeon, Pirst Marine Air Pore
Surgeon, 308th Bombardment Wii
Surgeon, Ist Cavalry Division
Surgeon, sth Air Porce Eightei
Command
Asst, Chief, Operations
Analysis Section, PEAP
Consulting Psychiatrist, Offir
of the Air Surgeon, AAP
Malariologist, SOPAC and Asst.
Malariologist, APPAC
C.0., sth Air Liaison Group
Surgeon, XIII Air Porce Pi'Ai
P ight er Command
Surgeon, XIII Air Force
Service Command
Consulting Psychiatrist, Offif
of the Air Surgeon, AAP
C.0., 2d Central Medical
Establishment
Malariologist, SOPAC
Surgeon, 85th Fighter and
Surgeon, XIII Air Porce
P ighter C ommand
Asst, Surgeon, Fifth Air Porci
Surgeon, sth Air Force Fight en
Command and Surgeon,
Australian Rest Leave Area.
Medical Inspector and
nutrition Officer, Fifth Air
Porce and PEAP
Evacuation Officer, Office of
the Surgeon, USASOS
Consulting Psychiatrist,
Thirteenth Air Porce and C o o
2d Central Medical Establish

'r

Craig,

Lt Col

T

.

Dougherty, J. E,

Lt Col

Could, M.P.
Cilnore, J, E,
Hall, J. B,
Kali, J, B,

Comdr.
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col

Hall, L.

Lt Col

Hastings, D,L,

Lt Col

Harper, P.W,

Lt Col

Kolberer, C, F.
Mendel, C,L,

Lt Col
Lt Col

Mohle, P.

Lt Col

V,

Murray, J. C,

Lt Col

Rcsch, J.

Lt Col

C,

Sellards, H. E,

Comdr.
Lt Col

Smith, G, L,
Smith, R, D,

Lt Col
Lt Col

Snyder, J, J,

Lt Col

Taylor,

J,

Lt Col

M, E,

Lt Col

Sapero

Walsh,

,

ment
Warthin,

T, H,

Lt Col

Withers,

H, W,

Lt Col

Surgeon, sth Air Force Service
Command
Asst, Surgeon, Fifth Air Pore*

Lt Col

Chief,

Lt Col

Acting Executive, 135th Medic?
Group

Maj

Surgeon, 309th Bombardment

Wolff,

S,

and PEAP
Operations Analysis
Section PEAP and Fifth

Air Porce
Wolfron

Ahlen,

C, A,

Wing
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HAME

IUIJK

POSITION HELD

Aurstin, C. M.
Ball, J, E*
Basmanian, A, T 'r
Blank, H. S,

Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj

Surgeon, 43rd Bombardment ,G?(l
Surgeon, 6th Service Group
Surgeon, 49th Fighter Group
Medical Officer, Air
Evaluation Board, S’'/PA
Statistical Officer, Office ol
the Surgeon, Thirteenth Air
Force and FE-J 1
Malariologist, Fifth Air Force
Surgeon, 11th Bombardment

,

Chapnan, J,

Maj

Coffey, J* K*
Corlott, J. C.

Maj
Maj

Crane,

Maj

Group
J, E.

Crononwett, P,

Maj

Crumay, H. M.

Maj

Curry, J, C*

Maj

B’Alfoso,

Maj

A, A.

Devin,

S, 3.

Maj

Dolan,

T, B»

Maj

Flaherty, T*
Glasscock, M. B*

Lt Comdr,
Maj

Gordon, T. B.
Haller, X, ¥*

Maj
Maj

Hanson, M» H.

Maj

Hammond, B, 3*

Maj
Maj

•

Hauge, E. T,

Hetzel,

C, C

#

Surgeon, New Zealand Best
Leave Area
0,0. 801st Medical Air
Evacuation Squadron
C.O* 804th Medical Air
Evacuation Squadron and
Evacuation Officer FEAF
Surgeon, sth Bombardment
Group (K)
Surgeon, XIII Air Force
Fight er C oman d
Personnel Officer, Office of
the Surgeon, FEAF
Besearch Section, 2d Central
Medical Establishment
Surgeon, Marine Air Group 25
Surgeon, XIII AF Bomber
Command
Chief, AACS, SOPAC
Dental Officer, Thirteenth

Air Force

Maj

Surgeon, XIII Air Force
Bomber Command
Asst, Surgeon, CBTC
Surgeon, IV Air Service
Area Command
Surgeon, 42d Bombardment
Group

Hughes,

P, K,

Maj

Kirby, C, H*

Maj

Leschausse, M.

Maj

Lewis, L.

Maj

Long

Maj
Maj

Maxwell, B.

(m) and President,

Central Medical Board
Surgeon., 307th Bombardment
Command
Surgeon, XIII Air Force
Service Command
Office of the Surgeon,
Thirteenth Air Force
Surgeon, 307th Bombardment
Group (H)
Asst. Malariolegist, SOPAC
Surgeon in Charge of
Australian and Hew Zealand
Best Leave Areas and Medical
Inspector, Thirteenth Air
Force
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HAMS

MX

POSITION HELD

Moisenbach, A.
Molanson, J.

Maj
Maj

Messenger, E. M.

Maj

Molomut, Eo
Murfee, J. A.

Ma,j
Maj
Maj

Surgeon, 4th Photo Group
Asst. Surgeon, XIII Air Porce
Bomber Comand
Research Section, 2d Central
Medical Establishment and
Surgeon Y Air Service Area
Command
Personal Equipment Officer, PSAP
Surgeon, 33th Bombardment Group
Asst. Surgeon, V Air Porcc
Service Command
Surgeon, 3d Attach Group
Surgeon, 18th Pightcr Group and
Surgeon, XIII Air Porce Pightei

Murphy, W, So
Fetus
Phillips, J. E.

Maj

Piccolo, P.

Maj

Pratt, P e P.

Maj

Surgeon, 147th Pightcr Group and
Surgeon, XIII Air Porce Eighte:
Command
Asst, Surgeon, 308th Bombardment

Roisman,

Maj

Wing
Surgeon in Charge of Mow

Maj

Command

S„ G»

Ruggiors,

¥.

P

3

Maj

Smith, E a

Maj

Smith, X. Pe

Maj

Smith, W.

Maj

Snyder, L,

C 0 Maj

Zealand

Rest Leave Area
CcO. 29th Portable Surgical
Hospital
Surgeon, XIII Air Porce Bomber
Comand and Chief Research
Section, 2nd Central Medical
Establishment
Surgeon, 29th Service Group and
Surgeon, XIII Air Porce Service
Command
C.0 6 801 st Medical Air
Evacuation Squadron and Surgeon,
XIII Air Porce.
Co. 804th Medical Air Evacuation
,

Squadron

Widerman, G P«

Maj

Wilcox, D, A,
Wittman, M.

Maj

Ameter, R

Capt

Surgeon, 403 d Troop Carrier Grouj
Officer in Charge, AP Convalesce?Training Program, 51st Genera;
Hospital
Surgeon, 42d Bombardment Group (?»
0r.0» 820th Medical Air
Evacuat ion Squadron
Asst, Surgeon, EEASC
Officer in charge, AAP
Convalescent Training Program,
51st General Hospital
801st Medical Air Evacuation

Boileau, T. I.

Capt

804th Medical Air Evacuation

Carruthers, 0*

Capt

Tollcfson, H. R*
Voldcng, X, E 0

Wagner, C.

Maj
0

0

Maj
Maj

X,

Maj

>

Squadron

Squadron
Medical Administrative Officer,
Office of the Surgeon,
Thirteenth Air Porce
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NAME

HAM

POSITION HELD

Claggett, C,O.

Capt

Conway, E*

Co.pt

Deitrick, Cc A*

Capt

Evans, D e

Capt

Gorski, A* F„
Groth, He N*

Capt

Nutrition Officer, Fifth Air
Force
Asst* Officer in Charge New
Zealand Hest Leave Area
Medical Administrative Officer,
Office of the Surgeon, V Air
Force Service Command
Psychiatrist, 2d Centro.! Medical,
Es t ahli shmont
Dental Officer, Fifth Air Force
Surgeon, 307th Bombardment

Capt

Group

Henry, W0

V»

Capt

Kerr, M. L*

Capt*

McGonnel

Capt

McGonagle

Ist Lt

Paige, C* A*

Capt

Richardson, B* H*

Capt

Ritchie, M«

Ist Lt

Ronch, E* H*

Capt

(K)

Malariologist, Thirteenth Air
Force
Chief Nurse, 804th Medical Air

Evacuation

Squadron

Nutrition Officer, Thirteenth
Air Force
Medical Administrative Officer.;
801st Medical Air Evacuation

SHuadron

Townsend,

E,

Turpin, D
Widermann

0 J*

C*

Capt

Medical Administrative Officer,
2d Central Medical
Establishment
Venereal Disease Control Officer v
AFWESPAC
Chief, Nurse, 801st Medical Air
Evacuation Squadron
C.O*, 13th Medical Supply
Platoon (AVN)
Evacuation Officer, 135th Medical
Group

Wilson, L»

Capt
Capt

Capt

Sanitary Officer, Fifth Air For rc
Medical Administrative Officer
Office of the Surgeon,
Thirteenth Air Force
Chief Nurse, 801st Medical Air
Evacuation Squadron

